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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
 

This report assesses the degree to which the municipalities of Dane County, Wisconsin, comply 
with a set of smart growth standards. Smart growth legislation (WIS. STAT. §66.0295 [1999]) 
is relatively new to Wisconsin, dating back to only 1999, but examples from the state and the rest 
of the country are plentiful. This document provides Dane County municipalities with a formal, 
standardized assessment of how they meet the ideals of smart growth as it is practiced in its most 
successful forms throughout the United States. 
 
Smart growth is defined in a variety of ways, but the term most often refers to development that 
is economically, environmentally, and socially sound. Smart growth helps communities plan 
effectively for inevitable and necessary growth while balancing these three concerns. Smart 
growth changes the dialogue from reactionary growth to a proactive discussion of how and 
where new development should be accommodated. Wisconsin law does not define smart growth 
and its principles; instead, it focuses on the development and implementation of local 
comprehensive plans that foster the following smart growth principles: 
 

1. A mix of land uses 
2. Compact building design 
3. A range of housing opportunities and choices 
4. Walkable neighborhoods 
5. Distinctive, attractive communities with a strong sense of place 
6. Preservation of open space, farmland, natural beauty, and critical environmental areas 
7. Development directed towards existing communities 
8. A variety of transportation choices 
9. Predictable, fair, and cost effective development decisions1 (Comprehensive Planning 

and “Smart Growth” Website) 
 
This report has several distinct sections. Section one reviews the relevant literature pertaining to 
five broad categories that encompass the ten smart growth principles listed above. These 
categories are compact form, infill development, affordable housing, sense of place, and open 
space. The literature review breaks these categories into their fundamental elements, provides 
justifications for pursuing them, and then illustrates how the elements should be implemented 
using best practices from communities around the United States. 
 
The second section of the report (Appendix B) contains maps and statistics associated with the 
Geographic Information Systems (GIS). These maps include an examination of changes in land 
use patterns throughout Dane County over a ten-year period and an examination of land cover 
changes over this time as well. Appendix B also includes graphs that represent the percentage of 
land use dedicated to various uses, both on a per capita basis and on a total percentage basis. 
These maps and graphs provide visual evidence of the importance of smart growth policies 
throughout Dane County. 
 
                                                 
1 A tenth principle, “Community and stakeholder collaboration in development decisions,” was excluded from this 
study because it is not encouraged in traditional land use regulations. 
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The third section of the report (Appendix C) provides standardized criteria for scoring each Dane 
County municipality’s compliance with smart growth principles. To analyze each municipality’s 
current zoning practices, a series of questions embodying the smart growth principles were 
developed and applied to each code. Each municipality’s score is reported on an individual 
scorecard, as well as in a master document, that includes all of the questions and all of the 
municipalities scored. The system was devised to facilitate an assessment of smart growth 
compliance by each community—each municipality can view its own results and determine 
where it has been successful in attaining smart growth goals, as well as where it may need 
improvement. Almost certainly, the most beneficial and effective lesson to be learned from 
scoring codes based on smart growth principles comes when similar municipalities are 
compared. 
 
Having laid a foundation for smart growth principles and practices through the literature review 
and constructed an assessment framework through the code inventories, the fourth section of the 
report provides code recommendations as a final step to help Dane County communities 
implement the smart growth principles. Often, these principles are incompatible with 
conventional zoning codes that mandate minimum lot sizes, large setbacks, wide streets, strict 
separation of uses, and other provisions. Recognizing such discrepancies, the code 
recommendations can help facilitate modification of conventional zoning codes. 
Recommendations for code language are provided under smart growth element headings, thus 
providing specific model language to update more conventional aspects of zoning codes. The 
language has been crafted in such a way as to direct communities towards creating zoning codes 
that are based upon smart Growth objectives. 

 
Appendices to the report contain: 

A. Smart Growth Resources 
B. GIS maps and charts 
C. Smart Growth Scorecards 
D. Code Inventory Addendum 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 

In October 1999, the State of Wisconsin enacted ambitious land use legislation (WIS. STAT. § 
66.0295 [1999]) intended to ensure that by 2010 every city, village, county, and town in the state 
will be guided by a comprehensive plan. The Wisconsin smart growth legislation came about 
through the efforts of a unique coalition that included the Wisconsin Realtors Association, 1,000 
Friends of Wisconsin, the Wisconsin Builders Association, the Wisconsin chapter of the 
American Planning Association, the Wisconsin Council of Regional Planning Organizations, 
local governments, and the State. The law was created to address four major shortcomings in 
Wisconsin’s land use planning: 
 

1. In 1998, only 29 percent of Wisconsin communities had any kind of land use plan. 
 

2. In the 29 percent of communities with land use plans, the quality of the plans varied 
widely. Some plans were updated regularly and addressed a wide range of issues, 
while others were old, outdated, and poorly conceived. 

 
3. Communities with good plans often did not invest the resources necessary to 

implement them. 
 

4. Current State provisions offered little to improve the situation. (Smart Growth For 
Wisconsin Website) 

 
Wisconsin’s smart growth law defines the nine elements of a comprehensive plan, and includes 
several requirements of the communities responsible for creating a comprehensive plan. The law 
requires that comprehensive plans be adopted in their entirety by the local government’s 
governing body. The law also mandates that local programs and actions affecting land use be 
consistent with the local government’s comprehensive plan. Also of importance, the law requires 
that the local government body adopt procedures designed to foster public participation (Ohm 
2000). 
 
Wisconsin’s smart growth legislation is not the first of its type in the nation, but it provides for 
land use planning provisions to help stop sprawl. These provisions were designed to help local 
governments achieve smart growth goals, ranging from the promotion of urban development and 
transportation choices to the protection of open spaces (Smart Growth For Wisconsin Website). 
 
In coordination with these smart growth goals, Dane County developed a set of eight elements of 
great neighborhoods, defined as “those that create vibrant open spaces that promote interaction 
among all members of society, and that strengthen the link between people and the natural 
environment,” (Dane County BUILD Website). These elements are: 
 

1. Compact design that encourages pedestrian activity without excluding automobiles. 
 

2. A diverse mix of activities in proximity—activities of daily living should occur with 
walking distance, allowing those without automobiles to thrive and adding to 
neighborhood vitality. 
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3. A variety of housing elements in the same neighborhood for young and old, singles 
and families, and people of varying incomes. 

 
4. A variety of transportation choices, including streets designed to accommodate 

walkers, bikers, drivers, and transit riders. 
 

5. A pedestrian friendly system of narrow streets, short blocks, and walkable 
destinations that promote walking as a viable alternative to driving. 

 
6. A variety of parks and open spaces incorporated into the design of development for 

the use, benefit, and enjoyment of the entire community. 
 

7. An interconnected network of streets of various sizes and functions, dispersing traffic 
and offering a variety of pedestrian and vehicular routes to any destination, while 
connecting the neighborhood with surrounding communities. 

 
8. A distinct community center that includes public spaces, public buildings, transit 

stops, and retail businesses to provide a civic focus (Dane County BUILD Website). 
 
The literature review further condenses these eight principles of neighborhood design into five 
broad categories: compact development, infill development, affordable housing, sense of place, 
and open space. The literature review breaks these categories into their fundamental elements, 
provides justifications for pursuing them, and then illustrates how the elements should be 
implemented using best practices from communities around the United States. 
 
The five categories addressed in the literature review affect how municipalities should develop 
their resources. Therefore, each category supplies justifications as to why they should be 
considered, particularly with respect to their economic, environmental, and social implications.   
 
Compact development involves buildings, parking areas, streets, driveways, and public spaces 
that are developed in a way that shortens trips, provides alternative transportation choices to 
automobile use, and encourages connectivity, reducing the economic, environmental, and social 
problems related to automobile dependence. Compact development is the most expansive 
category addressed in the literature review, describing strategies for creating closely linked 
communities, characterized by connectivity and proximity. Connectivity relates to the ease of 
movement from one location to the next, while proximity relates to the distance between these 
locations. 
 
Infill development is closely related to compact development and allows communities to take 
advantage of vacant or underutilized parcels within its developed core, thereby enhancing the 
original community fabric, capitalizing on existing infrastructure, and alleviating greenfield 
development pressures. Every city, village, and town has areas of vacant or underutilized parcels 
within their developed cores that are overlooked as potential development sites despite the 
advantages in infrastructure they possess. Developing or redeveloping these underutilized sites 
may yield an increased property tax base and more housing and job opportunities, without the 
infrastructure costs associated with greenfield development. In addition, infill promotes compact 
development because it favors building in a neighborhood’s compact, mixed-use core area. 
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Affordable housing combines housing available for rent or sale to households earning 80 percent 
or less of an area’s median income. At its best, affordable housing is located in a community of 
residents with varying income levels that has good access to services. In so doing, affordable 
housing creates economically integrated communities that allow households of modest means 
access to a broader range of services and opportunities otherwise inaccessible to them. Housing 
types and styles vary to allow for a variety of inhabitants, including young and old, singles and 
families, and people of varying income levels. 
 
Sense of place is the emotional and physical response and connection a resident feels as part of a 
community, which is defined by its natural and built environment, as well as its climatic, 
historical, and cultural influences. These features define a locale, make it unlike any other, and 
help explain how its inhabitants feel, act, and relate to one another. Functionally, then, sense of 
place addresses historic buildings and land preservation, sign and cellular tower controls, and the 
beautification and functionality of streets through features such as urban trees and furniture. 
 
Open space is any intentionally undeveloped or minimally developed land area that contains 
important ecological, recreational, cultural, or aesthetic value and is, therefore, worthy of 
conservation and protection. Specifically, open space provides benefits that include enhanced 
water and air quality, wildlife habitat, decreased stormwater run-off, and the desirable aesthetics 
of natural surroundings, plus opportunities for active or passive recreation. 
 
The literature review is an exploration of various technical studies, journal articles, internet web 
sites and books in an attempt to arrive at the most poignant justifications and best practices in 
each of these areas. All of the information included in the literature review is available if 
municipalities would like to further investigate a particular aspect of smart growth. 
 
Following the literature review, the next section of this report (Appendix C) provides 
standardized criteria for scoring each Dane County municipality’s compliance with smart growth 
principles. To analyze each municipality’s current zoning practices, a series of questions 
embodying the smart growth principles were developed and applied to each code. Each 
municipality’s score is reported on an individual scorecard, as well as in a master document, that 
includes all of the questions and all of the municipalities scored. The system was devised to 
facilitate an assessment of smart growth compliance by each community—each municipality can 
view its own results and determine where it has been successful in attaining smart growth goals, 
as well as where it may need improvement. Almost certainly, the most beneficial and effective 
lesson to be learned from scoring codes based on smart growth principles comes when similar 
municipalities are compared. 
 
Having laid a foundation for smart growth principles and practices through the literature review 
and constructed an assessment framework through the code inventories, the next section of the 
report provides code recommendations as a final step to help Dane County communities 
implement the smart growth principles. Often, these principles are incompatible with 
conventional zoning codes that mandate minimum lot sizes, large setbacks, wide streets, strict 
separation of uses, and other provisions. Recognizing such discrepancies, the code 
recommendations can help facilitate modification of conventional zoning codes. 
Recommendations for code language are provided under smart growth element headings, thus 
providing specific model language to update more conventional aspects of zoning codes. The 
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language has been crafted in such a way as to direct communities towards creating zoning codes 
that are based upon smart growth objectives. 
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COMPACT DEVELOPMENT 
 
 

Introduction 
 
One of the key components of smart growth is compact development.  In compact development, 
buildings, parking areas, streets, driveways and public spaces are developed in a way that 
shortens trips, provides alternative transportation choices to automobile use, and encourages 
connectivity while reducing the economic, environmental, and social problems related to 
automobile dependence.  When applied to redevelopment projects, compact development 
promotes full use of urban services, such as waterlines, sewers and streets, by taking advantage 
of existing public facilities and minimizing the need for new ones (Otak, Inc. 2001, 5).  Compact 
development may be achieved through a variety of development strategies, such as transit and 
pedestrian oriented development, and traditional neighborhood design (infill and mixed-use).  
Connectivity and proximity are the key terms of compact development.  Connectivity refers to 
the ease of moving from location to location within a given area; proximity refers to the distance 
between locations within a given area. 
 
Since World War II, U.S. towns and cities have become increasingly spread out and more 
automobile dependent.  As the rate of spatial expansion continues to outpace the rate of 
population growth, the acreage of developed land per capita is increasing (U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency [U.S. EPA] 2001a, 6).  Automobile-centered development has allowed 
communities to sprawl and grow less compactly than traditional communities.  As places become 
less dense, transit and walking become less viable transportation options, making automobile 
travel a necessity.  As trips become longer, walking and biking become too difficult, dangerous, 
and time consuming.  Transit provision becomes less economically feasible for providers and 
inconvenient for riders.  As people perform a cost-benefit calculus with regard to travel time, 
automobile dependence results.  Zoning ordinances have exacerbated this problem by 
encouraging low-density development and automobile-oriented design.  All of these policies 
have played significant roles in the creation of contemporary land use patterns (U.S. EPA 2001a, 
10).  
 
 
Justifications 
 
Researchers have documented a variety of problems with low-density, automobile-oriented 
development.  By requiring more compact development in their zoning codes, communities can 
reduce the negative impacts of low-density land use.  Alternatively, the benefits of more dense 
transit and pedestrian-supportive development have also been well documented.   As a result, 
smart growth proponents advocate revising zoning codes so that they not only encourage, but 
even require, compact development to help reduce vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and address the 
other significant problems associated with low-density development.  These include higher 
economic benefits, fewer environmental impacts, and important social effects.  Each of these 
impacts will be discussed in this section.   
 
Researchers have found that transportation behavior is highly tied to urban form. Compact 
development offers a viable means to alter the current trend of high automobile dependency and 
provides a broader range of mode choice by increasing transit and walking opportunities and 
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decreasing the need for vehicle ownership (U.S. EPA 2001a, 44).  Research suggests that 
residential and employment density, a mix of land uses, and street connectivity are strong 
predictors of vehicular travel behavior, even when controlling for demographic factors such as 
income and vehicle ownership (Frank 1998).  A study in the San Francisco area found that in 
traditional neighborhoods, households generate 25 percent fewer trips per day by all modes of 
transit and 32 percent fewer automobile trips per day than households in the suburbs (Friedman 
et al. 1994).  In a Palm Beach County, FL study, researchers found that an inverse relationship 
existed between the distribution of activities around residential and commercial spaces and 
vehicle hours traveled.  The result was that higher densities, mixed uses, and a central location 
tended to reduce vehicular travel (Ewing et al. 1994) and increase propensity to walk (Frank and 
Pivo 1994).  Pedestrian improvements associated with compact development, such as increased 
connectivity of sidewalks, reduced building setbacks, and grid road systems have also led to 
reduced single occupancy vehicle usage (Frank 2000).  The choice to walk is positively 
associated with density, mixed uses, and connectivity (Frank and Pivo 1994).   
 
 
Economic Justifications 
 
Compact development can induce a variety of economic benefits by addressing inefficiencies in 
the design of automobile-oriented development.  The benefits include using existing 
infrastructure more efficiently, reducing the subsidies for suburban growth associated with high 
parking requirements, lessening traffic congestion, and providing benefits of business 
connectivity for businesses located in closer proximity to each other. 
 
Compact development uses existing infrastructure, thereby reducing costs typically associated 
with new development such as road building.  When new development is located adjacent to 
existing development, the costs of infrastructure extensions and public service delivery are also 
greatly reduced (Municipality of Metropolitan Seattle [METRO] 1987, 33).  Furthermore, using 
existing infrastructure for public transit eliminates the need to develop additional land for roads 
and rail lines.  Most contemporary development consumes far more land for transportation 
facilities than for buildings and other structures, making current land use patterns extremely 
inefficient.  Currently, 5 to 10 percent of suburban land, 20 to 30 percent of urban land, and 40 to 
60 percent of the land in commercial centers is devoted to roads and parking (Victoria Transport 
Policy Institute [VTPI] 2003, 5).  Unlike green space, which can have multiple uses, paved land 
is unusable for most other economic and environmental functions.  Rather than continuing to 
consume land at a rapid pace, “modern infrastructure policies must…reflect our culture’s better 
understanding that our natural resources are finite” (Quality Communities Interagency Task 
Force 2001, 78).  In addition, because land used for transportation facilities generates no rent or 
property tax revenues, municipal expenditures are skewed away from space-efficient 
transportation.  This imposes a financial burden on municipal governments and encourages urban 
expansion to offset land lost from the tax rolls (VTPI 2003, 8).   
 
The economic efficiency associated with compact development also extends to parking space 
provision and to modal choice.  Typically, zoning codes require between three and five spaces 
per 1,000 square feet of office building area, even though parking utilization surveys 
demonstrate that peak demand is between two and three spaces per 1,000 square feet (Willson 
1995, 30).  A California study demonstrated that even at peak times, average parking use was 56 
percent, which meant that almost half of the parking spaces were empty during peak demand 
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periods (Willson 1995, 32).  An Olympia, WA, study found similar rates of parking use and 
showed that developers consistently built more parking spaces than required by zoning codes 
(City of Olympia 1994).  Land that is devoted to parking, especially to surface parking, is not 
available as buildable area for other economically productive uses, which means that 
development is less likely to be compact.  Willson (1995, 38) states, “if parking requirements no 
longer demanded excess spaces, the resulting rise in the value of land and buildings would 
increase tax revenues.”  
 
High minimum parking requirements affect modal choice, site density, land value and urban 
design, and ultimately limit growth within a jurisdiction.  Suburban locations become more 
desirable for employment because parking can be provided there at a lower cost.  Development 
sprawls farther out, leading to an urban form in which the automobile is the only convenient 
mode of transportation.  High minimum parking requirements subsidize large, free parking lots 
in suburban and exurban areas and discourage compact development  (Willson 1995). 
 
Compact development addresses traffic congestion, which “misallocates scarce resources and 
causes economic inefficiency” (Downs 1992, 2).  In a study of 75 U.S. urban areas, the total 
costs of congestion in 2000 were $67.5 billion as well as increasing commute times, loss of work 
hours, and increased environmental pollution (Texas Transportation Institute 2002).  Low-
density development contributes to congestion by increasing distances between residences, jobs, 
and stores (Downs 1992).  Automobile travel requires about 20 times as much road space as 
transit travel.  An automobile occupies 1,500 square feet when traveling at a moderate speed (30 
miles per hour) and more than 5,000 square feet when traveling at a high speed (60 miles per 
hour).  Although a bus requires 2 to 3 times as much road space as an automobile, it can easily 
carry 40 to 60 passengers as opposed to the maximum 5 that the average automobile can when 
filled to capacity (VTPI 2003, 6).   
 
Finally, sprawling, automobile-dependent land use tends to increase total traffic congestion and 
roadway costs.    Between 1982 and 1997, the 235 percent average increase in congestion-related 
delays in 50 major U.S. cities resulted primarily from increased automobile-dependent 
transportation and land use patterns.  Although city populations increased by only 22 percent and 
per capita roadway capacity increased by just 10 percent during that period, these were offset by 
increased per capita motor vehicle ownership and longer average trip lengths (VTPI 2003, 13). 
 
Compact development can also provide economic benefits to employers.  Siting businesses close 
spatial proximity to one another encourages business connectivity and leads to higher economic 
returns.  Closely located firms benefit from shared knowledge centers, access to a common 
specialized labor pool, and cost efficiencies in producing intermediate goods. For example as 
more production occurs within a specific geographic area, the average costs of production 
decline, enabling firms to capture more business profits.  Retail and other commercial services 
can also benefit economically from being located close together, because development is 
concentrated in a core area where firm and retail interactions are high.  Siting these types of 
businesses in close proximity to transit stations can actually stimulate retail activity at shopping 
centers and other local businesses (METRO 1987, 38).   
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Environmental Justifications 
 
By increasing the proximity and connectivity of destinations, compact development helps lessen 
the environmental impacts of automobile use, provide feasible alternatives to it, and reduce 
associated infrastructure costs.  The environmental benefits of compact development fall into 
three major categories: air quality improvements, reduced rates of energy use and climate 
change, and water quality improvements. 
 
In many urban areas, household vehicle emissions are major contributors to air pollution (Frank 
et al. 2000).  In the United States in 1997, motor vehicle emissions accounted for 57 percent of 
carbon monoxide emissions, 30 percent of nitrogen dioxide emissions, and 27 percent of volatile 
organic compounds (VOC) emissions (U.S. EPA 2001a, 26-28).  These emissions directly affect 
human and environmental health. Carbon monoxide affects humans’ cardiovascular and nervous 
systems (U.S. EPA 2001a, 26).  Ozone, formed when nitrogen oxides, VOCs, and other materials 
interact with sunlight, is associated with respiratory illnesses, lung tissue inflammation, and 
environmental damage (Frank et al. 2000; Stone and Rodgers 2001).  Motor vehicles are also 
significant sources of hazardous air pollutants, such as benzene, many of which are known or 
suspected to cause cancer and other health problems as well as ecosystem damage (U.S. EPA 
2001a, 26-27).   
 
Compact development helps reduce air pollution from motor vehicle use by increasing the 
viability of other transportation modes.  Although technological improvements have helped 
reduce automobile emissions, increases in vehicle miles traveled (VMT) may outstrip these gains 
(U.S. EPA 2001a, 26).  Thus, changes in land use patterns are needed to augment technological 
approaches to air pollution abatement (Frank 1998; U.S. EPA 2001b, 12).  As noted earlier, 
compact development is associated with lower rates of single occupancy vehicle (SOV) use and 
higher rates of transit use and walking.  Increasing household access to transit can improve air 
quality by reducing frequency of automobile use and VMT (Porter 1998; 1000 Friends of Oregon 
1992).  If Americans switched to transit for just 10 percent of their travel, greenhouse gases, 
smog, and carbon monoxide could be significantly reduced (Belzer and Autler 2002).  Finally, 
simulation studies used to predict travel patterns under different development scenarios have also 
shown that compact, transit-focused development resulted in less vehicle travel than lower 
density development (U.S. Department of Transportation [U.S. DOT] 1998; 1000 Friends of 
Oregon 1992).  According to the U.S. EPA (2001b, 15), “the weight of the empirical evidence 
suggests that characteristics of urban form [density, land use mix, transit accessibility, and 
pedestrian-environment/urban design factors] can be important factors in reducing VMT and 
emissions.”   
 
Communities consume large amounts of energy for transportation and utilities.  Transportation 
currently accounts for two-thirds of the nation’s oil consumption, most of which is used for 
highway travel (U.S. DOT 1997, 22).  Greenhouse gas emission from fossil fuel combustion 
have been linked to both global and regional climate change.  The transportation sector accounts 
for 32 percent of U.S. carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions (U.S. DOT 1997, 24).  Sixty-three percent 
of the transportation sector’s CO2 emissions are from automobiles, light trucks, and motorcycles, 
while rail and bus contribute a combined 3 percent. Transportation-related emissions are growing 
more rapidly than those from other sectors (U.S. DOT 1997, 8-9). Compact development can 
reduce the transportation sector’s energy use and CO2 emissions by shifting mode choice from 
automobiles to transit and walking. 
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Increased energy use leads to significant climate change. In addition to increased emissions, 
large urbanized regions also tend to have higher temperatures, often by 6 to 8 degrees 
Fahrenheit, than surrounding rural areas (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 1996).  This 
urban warming, referred to as the “urban heat island effect,” results from two factors: (1) large 
amounts of dark surfaces, such as roads and roofs, that efficiently absorb sunlight during the day 
and emit heat during the afternoon and evenings, and  (2) a lack of vegetation (especially trees) 
that provides shade and cooling effects (Frumkin 2002; Stone and Rodgers 2001).  In fact, 
sprawling development can become a “positive feedback loop” that increases the heat island 
effect. As travel distances increase, more fuel combustion and CO2 emissions result, leading to 
global warming.  This exacerbates the urban heat island effect (Frumkin 2002). 
 
Urban warming has serious air quality and human health impacts.  Increased atmospheric 
temperatures, higher VOC emissions, and lower numbers of trees facilitate ozone-forming 
chemical reactions (Frumkin 2002; Stone and Rodgers 2001). The U.S. Department of Energy 
(U.S. DOE 1996) estimated that in Los Angeles, each 1 degree Fahrenheit increase over 70 
degrees Fahrenheit results in a 3 percent increase in ozone formation.  An estimated 15 percent 
of the electricity consumed for cooling is the result of efforts to offset heat island effects 
(Rosenfeld et al.1996, 177). The additional power use increases pollutant emissions from 
electricity-generating power plants.  The heat itself is also a health concern; its effects on people 
can range from mild to fatal (Frumkin 2002).  
 
Compact development lessens rates of energy use and climate change by reducing automobile 
use and using surfaces that absorb and reradiate solar energy.  Low density, suburban sprawl, 
which asphalt, cement, and roofing tile predominate, contributes more radiant heat energy to the 
local heat island effect than higher density compact development (Stone and Rodgers 2001).  As 
cities sprawl outward the heat island effect expands in geographic extent and in intensity; 
reducing the spatial extent of development helps reduce the heat island effect (Frumkin 2002).   
 
Alternative energy collection techniques have emerged as tools to lessen the environmental 
impacts of traditional energy sources.  Wind and solar energy are two forms of these alternative 
energy collection strategies. 
 
Wisconsin ranks eighteenth in terms of states with the highest wind energy potential, using 58 
billion kWhs per year (American Wind Energy Association [AWEA] 2003b).  Since the early 
1980s, wind energy has dropped in price by 80 percent, and now costs between 3 and 6 cents per 
kilowatt hour (Homsy 2001).  This has led to its current distinction as the fastest growing energy 
source worldwide (AWEA 2002c).  Landowners who install wind energy systems can benefit 
financially when they sell excess energy back to the grid, thus strengthening economic 
development in their municipality. Because of their small footprint, wind turbines can be erected 
on rural farm land without significantly interfering with the farmer's grazing or growing 
operation.  The wind energy revenue provides steady income to landowners through rental or 
leasing agreements.  For example, "For a 250-acre farm, with income from wind at about $55 an 
acre, the annual income from a wind lease would be $14,000, with no more than two acres" 
(AWEA 2002a).  This extra income for struggling farmers can be an effective means for keeping 
rural land in agricultural use.  Creative municipalities can encourage wind turbine siting in their 
rural areas as a farmland protection strategy. 
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A handful of municipalities in the U.S. have set solar access standards for their subdivision 
plans.  Most ordinances define solar access to mean the unobstructed availability of the sun from 
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on December 21 (U.S. DOE 2003a).  Solar access standards may require 
unobstructed solar access just at the roof or also the south facing wall of the building (Kauffman 
1982).   Research has shown that if planners require primary subdivision roads to be oriented on 
the east-west axis, most lots have good solar orientation by default.  Good southern solar access, 
along with correct building design can reduce energy needs by up to 40% (U.S. DOE 2003a).  
Additionally, solar access protection does not equate to decreased densities.  The number of lots 
typically stays the same or increases when planners have redesigned subdivision plans to protect 
solar access (U.S. DOE 2003a). 
 
For example, Soldiers Grove, WI, has made tremendous strides in protecting solar access, 
encouraging solar system growth and raising energy efficiency standards for their small town.  
"It is not unusual for the village's businesses to receive seventy-five percent of their winter 
heating requirement from solar energy systems" (U.S. DOE 2003b).  The town guaranteed solar 
access by taking the unique approach of only selling the "footprints" of new commercial 
buildings, therefore keeping the rest of the downtown property under town control (Becker 
1994).  Soldiers Grove believes that because they set performance standards instead of 
mandating specific requirements, their approach has been a success (U.S. DOE 2003b).  This 
same approach may prove effective for many other Wisconsin municipalities.  Additionally, this 
method often encourages innovation and advances in technology to meet performance standards.   
 
Land development can have pronounced negative impacts on water quality and groundwater 
supplies (Arnold and Gibbons 1996; Booth and Leavitt 1999; U.S. EPA 2001a).  Compact 
development addresses these problems in two ways.  First, by reducing automobile travel, 
compact development can reduce the automobile-generated pollution deposited in water bodies 
through rainfall and atmospheric particulates.  Second, by reducing and concentrating total 
impervious surface cover, compact development can reduce water quality impacts. Water is also 
polluted when oil, fuel, and other chemicals leak from vehicles and run off highways, eventually 
reaching streams, lakes, or groundwater (U.S. DOT 1997, 24).   
 
Impervious surfaces – roads, parking lots, and rooftops – are major contributors to water 
problems in developed areas because they change natural drainage patterns, raise water 
temperatures, and increase water pollution, nutrient loads, and stream acidity.  In turn, they also 
increase the flooding, erosion, sedimentation, and pollution loads associated with stormwater 
runoff (U.S. EPA 2001a, 15-16).  Impervious surfaces increase the velocity and volume of 
runoff, decrease infiltration and lower groundwater recharge and water tables (Arnold and 
Gibbons 1996). Many pollutants accumulate on impervious surfaces, particularly roads, and 
wash off during storms into water bodies (U.S. EPA 2001a, 16-17).  Streets tend to have high 
pollutant levels, while parking lots have more moderate levels (Bannerman et al. 1993).   
Rooftops generally have less of an impact than paved surfaces (Arnold and Gibbons 1996).   
 
Zoning practices such as wide road-width requirements, large lots, minimum parking 
requirements, and lot coverage limits that do not include parking spaces, sidewalks, or driveway 
coverage increase impervious surfaces (Arnold and Gibbons 1996).  Policies that support smart 
growth, particularly higher densities, transit-oriented development, infill, and mixed uses can 
lessen the need for impervious surfaces by decreasing automobile travel and reducing demand 
for parking and wide roads (City of Olympia, Washington 1995; Arnold and Gibbons 1996; U.S. 
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EPA 2001a, 50).  Although higher densities and infill development are often associated with 
more impervious surfaces, concentrating that development to reduce automobile use and 
preserve open space can actually reduce the overall amount of impervious surfaces (Arnold and 
Gibbons 1996). 
 
 
Social Justifications 
 
Compact development can remedy transportation-related inequities by offering alternatives to 
automobile use and decreasing physical distances between places in a community.  Public health 
benefits of compact development include increased physical activity, decreased stress associated 
with commuting and traffic congestion, and smaller numbers of traffic casualties. This section 
addresses the social benefits of compact development. 
 
Compact development allows greater mobility for groups traditionally disadvantaged by car 
dependency—the elderly, the disabled, the low-income, and the very young.  Because of 
physical limitations, lack of funds, or legal barriers, many people are unable to drive or own 
automobiles.  People who are economically, physically and socially disadvantaged are harmed 
by an automobile-dependent transportation system that does not meet their travel needs.  They 
tend to suffer a disproportionate share of external costs because they can afford fewer protections 
against traffic impacts (Litman 1999, 20).  Inequity of automobile access also reinforces existing 
racial and economic segregation in U.S. cities (Pucher and Lefevre 1996).  The elderly must 
often depend on others for transportation (Surface Transportation Project 2003).  Insensitively 
designed and disabling environments also create difficulties in social functioning and daily 
activity for people who are mobility impaired (Gant 1997). Because it is pedestrian and transit 
oriented, compact development increases mobility for everyone.  For example, commuter rail 
transit systems combined with affordable housing close to transit stops would provide equity 
benefits for disadvantaged community members (Litman 1999, 20).   
 
Compact development yields public health benefits by reducing traffic casualties and the harmful 
effects of air pollution and promoting physical activity. These benefits are associated with 
decreased automobile use in favor of other transportation modes and increased proximity to 
destinations.  
 
Compact development can reduce per capita crash damages by reducing vehicle miles traveled, 
traffic volumes, and speed. (VTPI 2003).  Most transportation-related deaths result from motor 
vehicle accidents, which are the leading cause of death for Americans under the age of 35, with 
the exception of very young children (U. S. DOT 1997, 18-19).  The amount of driving required 
in low-density developments increases the probability of a motor vehicle accident (Frumkin 
2002).  The high speeds, high traffic volumes, and frequent curb cuts typical on major 
commercial and feeder roads in suburbs pose an additional hazard (Ossenbruggen et al. 2001).  A 
study in Atlanta found that the most dangerous sections of roads were those with multiple lanes, 
high speed limits, no sidewalks, long distances between intersections or crosswalks, and those 
lined by large commercial establishments and apartments blocks (Hanzlick et al. 1999).  Wide 
streets are “difficult and often dangerous for pedestrians and bicyclists to cross or share with 
vehicles” (U.S. EPA 2001a, 72).  According to DeBacker and Harshman (2001, 3), “wide 
roadways encourage speeding by creating a buffer zone between the automobile and the 
community.”  Frumkin (2002) also reports that denser cities with good public transportation 
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systems typically have lower automobile fatality rates for drivers, passengers, and pedestrians 
(although this result is the weakest for pedestrians).  Lower levels of per capita vehicle travel and 
traffic speeds also reduce the severity of crashes (VTPI 2003).  A study in the Puget Sound, WA, 
region found that residents of low-density suburbs have four times the risk of injury-causing car 
accidents compared to residents of higher density urban neighborhoods.  The study showed that 
suburban drivers drive an average of three times as much and twice as fast as city dwellers (King 
County, WA 1994). 
 
Compact development can make pedestrian travel more feasible by increasing proximity and 
connectivity of uses.  The built environment presents both opportunities for and barriers to 
physical activity (Jackson and Kochtitzky 2001).  Low-density, car-dominated development 
contributes to a sedentary lifestyle (Frumkin 2002).  Health risks from physical inactivity include 
increased risk of obesity, heart disease, high blood pressure, diabetes, and stroke (Frank 2000, 8; 
Wannamethee and Shaper 1999).  After reviewing the research literature, Jackson and 
Kochtitzky (2001) conclude that auto-oriented development patterns can be considered a health 
risk, while pedestrian-oriented development patterns can contribute to improved public health.  
Sprawling communities—defined by low residential density, low employment density, low 
connectivity, and separation of uses—are associated with less walking and bicycling and with 
more automobile travel compared to denser communities (Berrigan and Troiano 2002).  Finally, 
commuting can be a source of mental stress that leads to physical health problems.  Additional 
time spent driving in congested conditions can exacerbate these problems.  Compact 
development can help address this by reducing reliance on automobile travel (Frumkin 2002). 
 
 
Best Practices 
 
Many of the economic, environmental, and social problems with low-density, automobile-
dependent development can be addressed through zoning tools and practices.  What follows are 
best practice examples of zoning ordinances that encourage compact development.    
 
Zone for minimum density.  Communities can enact legislation that places requirements on 
minimum densities, leading in turn to the development of land use regulations that have 
maximum lot sizes rather than minimum lot sizes.  A Renton, WA, statute requires that “the 
dwelling unit density shall not be less than 5.6 units per acre of the goal of eight dwelling units 
per acre, excluding such area as sensitive areas, greenbelt areas, and roadways” and that  “the lot 
area shall not be less than 4,500 square feet for any single-family dwelling” (Morris 1996a, 43).  
These requirements ensure that residents can maintain single family, private lots while 
simultaneously increasing neighborhood density and thereby more compact development.  Other 
Renton ordinance language reduces street widths to allow for smaller lots.  The Portland, OR, 
zoning ordinance states that for individual lots “in the RF through R2.5 zones [all single family 
zones], the minimum density for land divisions must be at least 90 percent of the maximum 
density allowed” (Morris 1996a, 49).  Exemptions from this density requirement are allowed 
when constraints such as land hazards, topography, and access limitations exist (Portland Zoning 
Code 1994).   
 
Zone for maximum lot sizes rather than minimum lot sizes.  Maximum lot size means greater 
efficiency as well as higher density.  Maximum lot size standards are used to limit the amount of 
land that can be devoted to a particular use.  Such standards encourage compact development, 
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facilitate efficient service delivery, maintain community character, provide for affordable 
housing and ensure agricultural land preservation.  The primary reason for increasing density is 
to concentrate land use impacts, but it also provides increased transit and pedestrian options.  Lot 
sizes of about 1/10 of an acre can support some degree of transit service.  Houses built on lots 
smaller than 1/10 of an acre, much like lots in traditional towns and cities, can support single-
family homes with small gardens.   
 
Zone for specific kinds of housing that require less land area.  Other cities in Washington, 
Seattle and Olympia, allow cottage housing in single-family zones.  Seattle’s cottage housing lot 
size is set at 1,600 square feet while Olympia’s varies from 1,600 square feet to 2,500 square feet 
depending on specific zone (King County, Washington 1994).  Cottage housing can be combined 
with detached or attached “granny flats” or “mother-in-law” apartments within single-family 
lots.  These types of structures increase densities and may even provide for affordable housing.  
Both Tacoma and Snoqualmie allow these units and have specific requirements ensuring that 
they blend into the existing housing and community appearance (City of Tacoma, Washington 
2003; Morris 1996c). 
 
Zone for flexible setbacks.  Flexible setback requirements include provisions in the zoning 
ordinance to allow a range of flexibility in building setback distances.  Setbacks can be adjusted 
to maintain the character of a community while simultaneously maintaining the character of 
already existing development.  Flexible setbacks can also mean smaller, denser lots, as people 
decide to build their homes almost to the street line.  For example, the Borough Core District in 
Sellersville, PA, permits a mix of residential and commercial uses, has no front setback 
requirements, and requires only 5-foot side yard and 25-foot rear yard setbacks (Governor’s 
Center for Local Government Services, Pennsylvania 2000, 11).  By allowing flexible setbacks, 
residents can make their own decisions regarding their desires for the character of their 
communities, and can achieve more compact development. 
 
Eliminate parking requirements.  Parking management includes actions taken to alter the supply, 
operation, and parking demand of a jurisdiction’s parking system and to further the attainment of 
local transportation, economic, environmental, and other objectives.  By revising existing 
parking requirements to better match demand, a community can reduce the amount of land used 
for parking and thereby encourage more compact development.  Eliminating parking 
requirements and letting the private market determine how much parking to provide would 
appropriately price and control on-street parking (Willson 1995, 40). 
 
Establish maximum parking requirements.  Communities can set a ratio of parking spaces to 
square feet of building area to arrive at a maximum number of parking spaces for a particular 
type of development.  Pittsburgh, PA, for example, set a maximum off-street parking ratio of one 
space per 175 square feet of retail sales and services. Redmond, WA’s, zoning code allows for a 
maximum of “five spaces per 1,000 square feet of floor area for most [neighborhood, retail, and 
general commercial] zones” (Wittenberg 2003, 3).  Another way to do this is to regulate the 
maximum number of spaces based on the minimum number of parking spaces.  In Helena, MT, 
the zoning ordinance restricts off-street parking spaces to no more than 120 percent of the 
minimum amount for lots of 20-50 spaces and no more than 110 percent for lots of 51 spaces or 
more (Wittenberg 2003, 3).  
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Allow for shared parking.  Parking apportionment through shared spaces “recognizes that 
various uses have different peak operating hours” (Wittenberg 2003, 2).  For example, office 
buildings and restaurants have different peak use times.  The Minneapolis, MN, zoning code 
allows shared parking based on a formula that considers the minimum parking requirements of 
individual uses and their different peak parking demand times (Wittenberg 2003).  These types 
of shared parking requirements are particularly useful in mixed-use areas and multiple-use sites. 
 
Reduce parking requirements in areas served by transit.  Communities can reduce the amount of 
parking provided in areas served by transit.  In King County, WA, the number of parking spaces 
required is reduced within 660 feet of transit routes depending on the frequency of service.  The 
ordinance includes provisions for maximum reductions depending on the type of land use as well 
(King County, Washington 1994).  For example, “Minneapolis allows a 10 percent parking 
reduction for multifamily residential dwellings if the proposed use is located within 300 feet of a 
transit stop with midday service headways of 30 minutes or less in each direction” (Wittenberg 
2003, 3).  Making distinctions between different types of land uses assures that citizens have the 
best possible access while simultaneously discouraging municipalities from establishing 
unnecessarily high parking requirements.   
 
Use parking codes to increase the appeal of other modes of travel.   Zoning codes and code 
revisions can address the aspects of parking design and location that discourage bike or 
pedestrian travel.  In general, parking should not interfere with pedestrian access to a location or 
a building.  To achieve this, communities may require buildings to orient toward the street or 
reduce setbacks and the amount of frontage that may be used for parking purposes. The 
Vancouver, WA, zoning ordinance prohibits parking between a building’s frontage and a 
sidewalk or road, essentially ensuring that an overabundance of parking is not provided and that 
parking requirements do not discourage pedestrians or other forms of transit.  Although this 
practice may be used in urban and suburban areas, it is most appropriate in retail districts (Morris 
1996a).   
 
Designate spaces for ride-share and compact vehicles.  Another way to change parking 
requirements is to designate a percentage of spaces in parking lots for ride-sharing vehicles and 
require alley access to allow for the placement of parking lots behind buildings.  Allocating a 
percentage of parking spots to compact vehicles and reducing the number of total spaces will 
also help to reduce overall parking lot size.  For example, in Redmond, WA, an ordinance states, 
“up to 50 percent of the spaces may be 15.0 feet long and designated for compact cars.  Widths 
may be reduced by 1.0 foot” (Morris 1996a, 16).   
 
Zone for narrower streets.  Narrower road widths can reduce impervious surfaces, increase 
pedestrian-friendliness, and calm traffic.  According to the U.S. EPA (2001a) reduced street 
widths can still handle traffic and emergency vehicles while requiring less clearing and grading, 
slowing neighborhood traffic, and reducing construction and maintenance costs.  In a review of 
transit oriented development (TOD) ordinances, White (1999) found that many ordinances 
included narrower street widths to calm traffic and ease pedestrian crossings.  In 1994, the City 
of Olympia, WA, did an extensive study on ways to reduce impervious surfaces.  One of their 
key recommendations was to reduce road widths on all road types (City of Olympia, Washington 
1994).  The Center for Watershed Protection Code (2003) and Ordinances Worksheet 
recommends reducing street widths in low-density residential developments to between 18 and 
22 feet.  The City of Olympia (1995) recommends reducing or eliminating parking lanes on some 
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roads and the Center for Watershed Protection (2003) recommends higher density developments 
allowing parking lanes to also serve as traffic lanes in higher density development (City of 
Olympia, Washington 1995; Center for Watershed Protection 2003). 
 
Zone for alleys.  Alleys can relieve traffic congestion and provide secondary access to individual 
parcels by connecting residential and commercial building in developments.  Streets lined with 
garages discourage walking.  Alleys make it possible to locate garages in the rear of homes, 
allowing streets to be lined with the “social” parts of homes rather than the garages, contributing 
to neighborhood safety. 
 
Create grid street networks.  Using a traditional grid street network instead of the modern, 
disconnected hierarchy of streets (i.e., cul-de-sacs, local streets, collectors, arterials, and 
freeways) shortens trips for pedestrians and bicyclists (U.S. EPA 2001a), distributes traffic more 
evenly, improves navigation (White 1999, 6), increases “community legibility” by helping 
people find their way (Crane 1996), and increases the viability of transit (American Planning 
Association [APA] 1996).  Many TOD ordinances feature the traditional grid pattern (White 
1999).  Both Renton and Snoqualmie, WA, have ordinances promoting the extension of the street 
grid to facilitate transit (Morris 1996b; Morris 1996c).  Block lengths should also be kept 
relatively short.  The Nelessen Model Ordinance suggests a maximum of 480 feet.  If blocks are 
longer than 600 feet, they should allow mid-block pedestrian access by requiring pedestrian 
easements through the center of blocks as is done in New Jersey (Morris 1996a). 
 
Rely on connectivity indices for increased pedestrian friendliness.  Middletown, DE, revised its 
zoning and subdivision codes to replicate the pedestrian friendly features of its town center.  
New development projects are evaluated with a “connectivity index” that measures streets and 
intersections to determine if they have sufficient access to surrounding streets (Swanson 1998).  
Redmond, WA, codes require developers, under certain circumstances, to provide pedestrian and 
bicycle access when roads do not (Redmond, Washington 2003).  The Clark County, WA, 
zoning code requires public pedestrian circulation in and between developments and pedestrian 
access to transit stops (Clark County, Washington 1995).  Shoos Creek, WA, has a similar 
zoning provision that also specifies that “access should be a direct and convenient link to 
existing or planned routes and trails beyond each development” (Morris 1996a, 4).   
 
Zone for mixed-use.  Allowing mixed-use zoning decreases the distance between destinations 
and facilitates walking, biking, and combining trips.  Important considerations for mixed-use 
zoning include: (1) determining which uses are compatible and complementary; (2) ensuring that 
different uses are within walking distance of each other; (3) providing safe and direct 
connections between uses; and (4) providing transitions between mixed-use and single-use areas 
(Morris 1996a, 27).  A study in Seattle found that mixed-use developments succeed when 
commercial uses are clustered in a compact area surrounded by relatively dense residential areas 
(King County, Washington 1994).  A Special Neighborhood Commercial Zone is used to provide 
commercial uses in other residential areas, which allows small shops or shopping centers within 
residential neighborhoods (METRO 1987, 94).  To allow a mix of housing types in otherwise 
commercial areas, Portland, OR, uses a “community commercial” district (City of Portland, 
Oregon 1994).  Arlington County, VA, designated a seven-block area around a commuter rail 
station as a “coordinated mixed-use district” that permitted higher densities for commercial 
buildings, allowed residential uses, and required street-level retail in all commercial office 
buildings (Morris 2002).  Another approach is to apply traditional zoning classifications to very 
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small zones, making walking between zones possible.  In Montgomery County, MD, areas 
immediately around transit stations are zoned Transit Station-Mixed Use (TS-M), which permits 
a range of commercial, service, and residential uses.  Surrounding the TS-M zone is a Transit 
Station-Residential (TS-R) zone, which is still within walking distance of the transit stations 
(Morris 2002).   
 
Rely on various types of special zoning districts.  A variety of specialized zoning techniques exist 
that can facilitate transit and pedestrian oriented development. The METRO (1987, 93) 
summarizes these techniques: 
 

• Planned Unit Development: allows approval of a large project simultaneously; 
permits the developer to dedicate land to various public amenities, including 
transportation facilities; fosters development oriented to transit use rather than 
automobiles; 

• Floating Zoning: a district adopted by an ordinance but not fixed to any particular 
location; it is intended to allow a particular use in an area dedicated to another use; 

• Bonus Zoning: provisions that give an applicant expanded development rights, such 
as higher densities, in exchange for the provision of public benefits, such as locating 
next to transit; 

• Special Districts: control land use and traffic through various methods to encourage 
pedestrian use and limit automobile use, such as a pedestrian district or a transit 
overlay zone; 

• Transit Zoning Districts (TZD): allow mixed uses, higher densities, pedestrian 
improvements, and provide incentives for development; 

• Transportation Systems Management Ordinance (TSM): incorporates traffic 
mitigation requirements on commercial, residential, and retail developers as a 
condition of development.   

 
The town of Mountain View, CA, used a transit overlay zone and precise plans to allow the 
development of dense, mixed-use residential and office areas adjacent to major transit stations.  
Precise plans replaced traditional zoning with customized standards for a particular area.  The 
plans have broad goals and objectives and flexible design which encouraged a mix of housing 
types, higher densities, narrow streets, public spaces, and reduced setbacks.  The transit overlay 
zone applied to office and industrial uses around one transit station and allowed higher densities 
than was standard in exchange for site improvements that encouraged transit use (Thompson 
2002).   
 
Design for transit nodes.  The area immediately surrounding transit stations should be designed 
to improve transit’s viability, because transit usage increases as densities rise (METRO 1987).  
Transit works better when it connects relatively dense nodes along radial axes (Cervero 1994).  
The actual level of density depends on the type and frequency of transit.  Rail is more suited to 
dense areas while bus service is more appropriate for areas with lower density (White 1999).  
Transit nodes should include a mix of uses, which along with higher density creates a 
concentration of trip ends that allows people to pursue multiple activities in a small area 
(METRO 1987).  The distance riders must walk to the transit station is also an important 
consideration.  Studies indicate that people do not like to walk more than a quarter-mile, or five 
minutes, to a transit station, but their willingness to walk longer distances increases frequency 
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and speed of the transit service (White 1999; Puget Sound Regional Council [PSRC] 1999).  
People tend to be more willing to walk farther between a station and their residence or place of 
employment than to a retail establishment and are willing to walk only short distances (around 
500 feet) to transfer between transit modes (PSRC 1999, 21).  The success of a good transit 
system will be determined in part by the quality of supporting pedestrian systems (Morris 
1996a).   
 
Distinguish between urban and neighborhood transit oriented development nodes.  Calthorpe 
(1993) distinguishes between “urban” TOD nodes and “neighborhood” TOD nodes.  An urban 
TOD node is located directly on a rail or express bus line and is surrounded by high density 
commercial and office uses and moderate- to high-density residential uses (Calthorpe 1993, 57).  
In San Diego, urban TOD nodes are at least 20 percent residential (Boarnet and Compin 1999).  
By contrast, a neighborhood TOD node would be located on a local or feeder bus line and would 
be surrounded by moderately dense residential, service, retail, entertainment, civic, and 
recreational uses (Calthorpe 1993, 57).  Calthorpe recommends that both types of TODs include 
a core mixed-use commercial area. Depending on the size of the TOD, this core area could 
include some combination of convenience retail, local-serving offices, supermarkets, restaurants, 
service commercial, entertainment, comparison retail, second-floor residential, and employment-
intensive office and light industrial uses. 
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INFILL DEVELOPMENT 
 

 
Introduction 
 
Every city, town and suburb has areas of vacant or underutilized parcels within its developed 
core (Northeast-Midwest Institute 2001, 3). Ranging from a single vacant lot to empty shopping 
malls to surface parking lots, these areas are often overlooked as potential development sites, 
despite the many advantages they can provide a community or neighborhood (Municipal 
Research and Services Center [MRSC] 1997). The advantage of such development, known as 
“infill development,” is often based on “the economic use of vacant land in urban areas where 
water, sewer and other public services are already in place” (Hudnut 2001, 31). By capitalizing 
on this existing infrastructure base, infill development may yield an increased property tax base 
with more housing and job opportunities.  Infill development embraces this mix of uses and 
incomes and also results in neighborhoods and districts with a diversity of residents who travel 
by foot or bicycle as well as autos (Northeast-Midwest Institute 2001, 11). However, according 
to the Dane County Better Urban Infill Development (BUILD) program, infill also encompasses 
a social perspective that serves to “maintain the continuity of the original community fabric” 
(Dane County 2003). In doing so, infill can stabilize and enhance existing neighborhoods, 
downtowns and other business districts (Dane County 2003; Northeast-Midwest Institute 2001, 
3).   
 
Although no single formula exists for implementing successful infill, several different techniques 
are often employed, including mixed use, compact development, and redevelopment and 
remediation of brownfields. By weaving these strategies together, infill can create a foundation 
of land uses that support each other, such as residences above or within a short walk from 
neighborhood-serving shops, access to transit, nearby jobs and open space (Northeast-Midwest 
Institute 2001, 13). There is also a strong environmental component to infill strategies, which 
have the potential to remediate and redevelop brownfields that may have become obsolete, 
rundown or environmentally contaminated. This also helps to preserve open space and farmland 
on the urban fringe and in rural areas (Dane County 2003). 

 
 

Justifications 
 
Although the benefits of infill are numerous, at times they may seem abstract or intangible. 
However, substantial economic, environmental and social gains can be garnered from successful 
infill development and are well documented in the literature. From an economic perspective, 
infill can reduce infrastructure costs, generate additional revenue through conversion of tax 
delinquent or burdensome properties, and infuse a local economy with jobs. Support from an 
environmental standpoint is equally as strong. Infill can result in the remediation of contaminated 
areas, thus improving the overall health of the community. It can also decrease automobile 
dependency through compact design and protect open spaces by shifting development pressures 
away from greenfields.  Finally, infill can generate positive social benefits that result from a 
greater sense of community, more economic opportunities, a decrease in crime rates, and support 
for socially desirable community assets such as public art or shopping centers. Each of these 
issues is explored in depth below. 
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Economic Justifications 
 
Quantitative, fiscal assessments are often highly influential in a community’s decision-making 
process, and determine when an economically unsound proposal will not proceed. Successful 
infill passes the fiscal test because it channels economic growth into existing urban and suburban 
communities (Northeast-Midwest Institute 2001, 3). It can also create new jobs or housing 
opportunities, which in turn stimulate demand for retail and service development in built-up 
areas. And by virtue of its very location near jobs, community amenities and business, infill 
development also reaps economic rewards (Colombo and Taylor 1996, 16). 
 
Infill development is often poised to take advantage of preexisting community infrastructure 
such as sewer and water, roads, transit and schools, providing a primary economic benefit 
(Northeast-Midwest Institute 2001, 3). This allows a community to fully utilize its existing 
facilities before extending costly service to outlying areas. Although outlying development is 
relatively less expensive for the developer because of low land costs, development at the fringe 
strains local government budgets and can cause all users to pay for infrastructure that will benefit 
only a few. Infill offers a more socially efficient outcome.  As more residents and businesses 
move to an area, the tax burden of paying for facility operation and maintenance costs is 
distributed among more residents and businesses and will “ultimately reduce costs for individual 
city taxpayers” (MRSC 1997, 2).  Thus, infill development can convert areas of tax burden into 
areas of tax generation (Mandelker 1999; Maryland Department of Planning [MDP] 2001; 
Hartzok 1997). 
 
By shifting growth from greenfields to urban areas, infill also provides savings for local 
government budgets (MRSC 1997, 2). Studies comparing the cost of servicing scattered and low-
density development to the cost of servicing compact development at higher densities conclude 
that scattered developments cost more than contiguous and planned development because they 
use land and resources inefficiently (Mandelker 1999).  An example from Prince William 
County, Virginia, near Washington, D.C., illustrates how providing services to new development 
has grown so costly. Despite having the highest property-tax rate in the Commonwealth, every 
new house built brings a $1,688 shortfall to the County (Mandelker 1999, 803).   
 
In contrast, studies show that infill techniques, such as compact development, result in 
cumulatively significant reductions in operating costs compared to sprawl development 
(Mandelker 1999). Utility companies themselves would rather serve a more compact population 
than build new infrastructure to serve lower-density areas. Specifically, James H. Dodge, the 
Chairman and CEO of the Rhode Island utility, Providence Energy, stated, 
 

I can say categorically that slowing urban sprawl would reduce Providence 
Energy’s operating costs of supporting new infrastructure, which in turn would 
reduce the bills for our customers. Considering the same effects on sewers, water, 
roads, telecommunications and electricity, as well as schools, fire and police 
facilities and other infrastructure, the cost of living, and doing business, in Rhode 
Island can be greatly reduced. (1000 Friends of Minnesota 2001, 2) 
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Furthermore, emergency and public safety services can be provided more efficiently to a compact 
community because response times are shorter for development located in existing communities 
than in peripheral, low-density areas (MDP 2001, 7). 
 
Admittedly, some infrastructure may need upgrades to meet the new demands infill development 
would create; yet, in many cases, the existing utilities are underutilized (MRSC 1997; MDP 
2001). However, the resultant new, higher densities decrease the percentage of costs borne by the 
individual households when utility companies are required to upgrade or replace equipment to 
meet the new demand. And often, by acknowledging changing neighborhood demographics, a 
community will recognize that certain structural needs are not necessary, such as schools in a 
community with declining enrollments or an aging population (MDP 2001, 7).  
 
In addition, infill can provide economic benefits to local governments by converting an 
underutilized area into a tax generator (MRSC 1997). This revenue generation is derived 
primarily from property tax increases that stem from improvements or development to property 
(Sargent 1994).  Infill housing strategies in several Texas counties definitively show that the 
economic benefits of converting tax-foreclosed or dilapidated properties into residential 
properties that generate new taxes and utility revenues “far outweighs the value of partially 
recovered revenues from unpaid taxes and liens levied” (Capital Area Housing Finance 
Corporation [CAHFC] website, 12 Feb. 2003). Specifically, CAHFC determined that over eight 
years of delinquent taxes owed on a vacant property were offset in one year following the 
construction and occupation of a new home on that property. By injecting such new life into 
communities, infill helps neighborhoods become more connected, sociable and economically 
stable places, without altering their character (MDP 2001, 6). 
 
Economic benefits of infill can also take the form of utility revenue generation, which helps to 
support infrastructure investments. After just one year, CAHFC determined that a single, new 
infill home outside of Austin, TX, generated more than $2,000 in annual electric, water and 
sewer utilities revenues. The city and its existing residents were found to “substantially benefit” 
from infill through “more cost-effective infrastructure and distribution of cost for services over a 
larger population” (CAHFC website, 12 Feb. 2003).  
 
A study by Hartzok (1997) further supports infill’s economic benefits on a more fundamental 
level. She determined that after the Pennsylvania tax structure was changed to encourage infill 
development, vacant structures in Harrisburg decreased from 4,200 in 1982 to fewer than 500 in 
1997, a decrease of 3,700 structures.  This conversion from tax burdens to tax generators has 
significantly benefited the city and resulted in more jobs downtown, efficient use of urban 
infrastructure, an improved housing stock, and less urban sprawl (Hartzok 1997). 
 
Infill also provides economic benefits to the residents of developed areas, by returning jobs, 
purchasing power and amenities to urban neighborhoods (MRSC 1997).  In Chicago, infill 
activities in the West Pullman Business Park will create over 160 new jobs and retain 650 
existing jobs in a low- and moderate-income area (Northeast-Midwest Institute 2001, 93). In 
Harrisburg, PA, infill helped raise the employment rate, with over 4,700 more city residents 
employed in 1997 than 1982 (Hartzok 1997).  
 
By promoting mixed uses, infill can also create a combination of residential and commercial 
properties, which can help alleviate a disconnect often found between workers and workplaces. 
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This is defined in the literature as spatial mismatch, the spatial separation of “unemployed 
central city workers and the low-skilled job vacancies that are increasingly concentrated in the 
suburbs of major U.S. metropolitan areas” (Coulson et al. 2001, 949).  By creating jobs with 
respect to employment demands, infill can help to eliminate worker transportation problems 
resulting from this divide and promote a more equitable employment arena. Studies have 
determined that encouraging firms to relocate to a Central Business District and improving 
infrastructure may serve to ameliorate spatial mismatch (Coulson et al. 2001). 
 
Brownfields remediation and redevelopment also provide employment and economic 
opportunities that are significant on a national level as well as within Dane County.  McKeehan 
(2000) estimates that from the 600,000 brownfields in the U.S., there is potential employment 
creation of upwards of 550,000 jobs and over $2.4 billion in new tax revenues. With 1,861 
contaminated properties in Dane County, the potential is promising for employment and 
economic benefits (Prager 2003).   

 
 

Environmental Justifications  
 
Often the environmental, social and economic advantages of infill development are 
complementary, and direct environmental improvement can enhance a community’s existing 
economic and social climate. The primary direct environmental benefit occurs when brownfields 
are remediated. The U.S. Government Accounting Office defines Brownfields as “real property, 
the expansion, redevelopment, or reuse of which may be complicated by the presence or 
potential presence of a hazardous substance, pollutant, or contaminant” (Bartsch 2002, 19). With 
a cumulative area in the U.S. of five million acres, these contaminated urban parcels not only are 
economically and spatially underutilized, but they also pose a potential health risk to nearby 
residents.  Cleaning up these areas eliminates the potential hazards while converting the land 
back into economically viable parcels. 
 
The main obstacle in cleaning up and revitalizing brownfields is the immense cost that local 
governments can incur in funding the remediation of highly polluted sites.  Fortunately, federal 
funding programs are available to assist communities in achieving this goal.  Section 101 of the 
Brownfield Revitalization and Environmental Restoration Act of 2001 addresses this issue from 
the federal government level, with intentions “to promote the cleanup and reuse of brownfields, 
to provide financial assistance for brownfields revitalization, to enhance State response 
programs, and for other purposes.”  Although the site cleanup standards for housing purposes are 
more stringent than for other uses, the federal money available through the Brownfield 
Revitalization Act is adequate to fund most remediation efforts. 
 
In addition to the significant environmental benefits resulting from the reuse and redevelopment 
of urban brownfields, revitalization and infill provide environmental benefits for the urban 
fringe.  Specifically, infill helps to alleviate greenfield development pressures, thus saving tax 
dollars.  For example, DeSousa (2002) estimates the total projected net benefits of redeveloping 
all of the brownfields in the Greater Toronto Area at $21.1 million to $31.7 million per year for 
industrial redevelopment and $15.6 million to $23.3 million per year for residential development.  
The Municipal Research and Service Center (MRSC 1997) also outlines energy and 
environmental savings as important byproducts of infill development.  
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The benefits of redevelopment and remediation also extend beyond the specific locality’s 
economic realm, as reuse can reduce the need for greenfield development and provide a tangible 
means of curbing sprawl (Davis 2002).  Brownfields remediation can lead to open space 
preservation, allowing the reuse of land already zoned and developed for commercial and 
industrial use (Glass 2000). This is particularly relevant in areas where the pace of land 
consumption is rampant, such as Puget Sound, WA. Here, from 1970 to 1990, the population 
increased 36 percent while the amount of developed acreage increased by 87 percent (MRSC 
1997).  However, infill development decreased this pressure on the Puget Sound’s remaining 
undeveloped land.  Infill development patterns are typically compact, which alleviates pressures 
on sensitive wetlands ecosystems and wildlife habitat (MRSC 1997).  As Duany and Talen 
(2002, 1445) state, “traditional urbanism, which is compact and pedestrian oriented, provides 
significant protection to the environment by reducing land consumption and emphasizing the 
importance of infill development. It is the necessary corollary of protecting ecologically valuable 
resources.”  
 
The final environmental justification for infill development has less to do with the land itself and 
more with the lifestyle and habits created by U.S. development patterns.  Since World War II, 
two mutually reinforcing processes have characterized cities in the U.S.: decentralization policies 
and increased dependence on the automobile (Belzer and Autler 2002, 51).  As cities became 
more decentralized, residences and businesses spread out from one another, reducing the 
viability of public transportation and exponentially increasing dependence on the automobile.  
For instance, in King County, WA, total vehicle miles traveled (VMT) have increased 64 percent 
in 10 years, while the population has increased by only 18 percent (MRSC 1997).  
 
Since infill development naturally increases density within urban areas, it can draw businesses, 
residences, and even industries into closer proximity to each other and recreate diversity in land 
uses.  These increases in density and diversity can significantly decrease automobile dependency, 
in turn. If more people live closer to jobs, shopping and other activities, the number and length of 
vehicle trips can be reduced.  Individuals benefit from reduced transportation costs as well as 
increased time to pursue various interests (MRSC 1997). The Congress for the New Urbanism 
(CNU) estimates that 53 percent of U.S. residents living in urban areas already live within two 
miles of some form of public transportation. Central areas of commercial density surrounded by 
variable density residential areas will help build strong ridership for these existing systems, and 
infill can help achieve these density goals (CNU 2001, 47).  

 
 

Social Justifications 
 
When both environmental and economic improvements are made in an area, arguably, social 
improvements result as well.  Such benefits can be particularly favorable to urban areas that have 
experienced years of poverty and blight.  Often, these adverse conditions are a result of gradual 
decline: as fewer affluent suburban residents shop in decaying urban centers because they fear 
crime, economic support falters, furthering a downward spiral of physical and economic decay 
(Thomas and Bromley 2000, 1405). These conditions also translate into social decline.  Research 
points to physical decay and crime as “absolutely destructive of neighborhoods and as the most 
serious problems” (Greenberg et al. 2001, 520).  However, infill development projects can 
generate economic stimulus to help reduce these problems, fostering a more attractive 
atmosphere to residents and investors, and thus increasing the viability of cities. 
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Through infill development, new commercial or industrial entities can reinvigorate a community, 
potentially increasing local productivity and attracting people into the community from adjoining 
neighborhoods or suburbs.  However, conditions in decaying neighborhoods often result in 
separate clientèle visiting a neighborhood for daytime activities, such as retail and dining, and 
evening activities, such as bars and nightclubs. Expanding daytime services to longer hours 
would integrate a region’s economic activity and make it more attractive to more people, thus 
promoting economic development and a more vibrant community (Thomas and Bromley 2000, 
1416).  This resultant increase in productivity and economic development can lead to 
improvements in other socioeconomic factors, such as lowered crime rates, increased income, 
and improved standards of living.  According to Hartzok (1997), the crime rate in Harrisburg, 
PA, dropped 22.5 percent between 1981 and 1997 after infill development strategies were 
encouraged.  In a more recent study conducted in the Tri-Taylor neighborhood in Chicago, the 
crime rate dropped by 36 percent from 1992 to 1998 because of revitalization resulting from 
infill development (Belluck 2000). 
 
Although there is evidence of significant social benefits to neighborhoods associated with 
economic and environmental improvements, the types of establishments and services that are 
brought in through infill can also have a more direct impact on a neighborhood’s social well-
being.  Specifically, infill can provide community assets such as shopping areas, childcare 
centers and arts districts, thus creating a fully functional neighborhood where urban blight 
previously existed.  In addition, higher density development creates walkable communities that 
encourage physical activity and foster greater interaction between local residents.  In addition to 
adding commerce, infill projects have been undertaken to build arts districts in urban areas that 
previously lacked such cultural amenities.  In Newark, NJ, the New Jersey Performing Arts 
Center was the first of a number of projects to convert empty lots, condemned buildings, and 
abandoned warehouses into structures for an arts district.  The eye-catching physical structure 
also generated local jobs and a sense of community where urban blight previously existed 
(Sommerhoff 2002, 85). 

 
 
Best Practices 
 
The following paragraphs contain zoning recommendations for effective infill development 
specific to parcels or groups of parcels and the improvements found upon them.  These 
guidelines are meant to encourage increased density and diversity of urban areas where infill is 
to occur, to improve access to multiple transportation options, and to improve access to urban 
services through mixed land uses. 
 
Ease standards for pre-existing (nonconforming) lots.  Lots that do not meet current minimum 
size standards are frequently overlooked as development opportunities because they often require 
special approvals for development. Such approvals can necessitate public hearings, which can 
delay projects and present opportunities for neighbors to oppose or even block a plan.  This can 
be discouraging to developers who plan to embark on an infill development project. However, 
several communities (Tacoma and Seattle, WA and Victoria, BC) have eased lot size standards, 
fostering more accessible infill development. Specifically, Seattle created a “residential small lot 
zone” with a minimum lot area of 2,500 square feet for a detached single-family dwelling. To 
accommodate such a lot, front or rear yard setbacks can be as little as 10 feet, provided that the 
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front yard plus rear yard are a minimum of 30 feet. Side yard setbacks are 5 feet, but may be 
averaged so that one side yard may be a minimum of 3 feet. Furthermore, Seattle allows 30-foot 
pitched roofs, rather than the 25-foot base height (MRSC 1997, 37-38). 
 
The goal of these best practices is to increase density in urban areas and encourage a variety of 
densities and housing types.  The City of Gilroy, CA, has a “Neighborhood District” land use 
designation for new development that captures this idea and includes both an overall target 
density and a minimum density (Wheeler 2002, 31).  Gilroy’s plan also contains provisions for 
creating and maintaining public spaces and for pedestrian and bicycle planning.  To encourage 
use of public transportation in infill development areas, the City of San Jose, CA, established a 
minimum density of 25 units per acre near transit stations (Wheeler 2002, 48). 
 
Allow for zero lot line construction with appropriate building design.  Easing restrictions on 
building placement within a parcel provides greater flexibility in achieving neighborhood density 
goals. One way to achieve this is with the creation of an overlay zoning district, a district that 
encompasses one or more underlying zones and imposes additional or alternative requirements to 
those required by the underlying zone (Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission 2003).  
Through the use of an overlay zone, Raleigh, NC, has allowed certain housing projects to be 
constructed with zero lot lines, which eliminate the side-yard setback on one side of the parcel. 
One project was so successful that all of the units were sold before construction was completed 
(Haughey 2001, 12). 
 
Increase floor area ratio (FAR) maximum; set minimum FAR for downtown areas.  Increases in 
the allowed total floor area of a structure compared to the base site area (i.e., the floor area ratio, 
or FAR) can be combined with adjusting building height allowances to achieve a desired urban 
density.  To help meet the city’s growing demand for housing, the city of Redwood City, CA, 
increased the permitted FAR for infill development projects that included housing.  This allowed 
the city to gain the necessary housing units it sought as well as satisfying the developer’s desire 
to provide office space (Wheeler 2002, 51). 
 
Allow for a finer mix of land uses; allow houses and shops in office parks and offices and shops 
in housing areas.  Bringing services, places of work, and residences together in the same area 
allows for greater access, more transportation options, and shorter travel times.  Since 1993, the 
city of Pleasanton, CA, has allowed approximately 1,500 housing units to be built in the 
Hacienda Business Park, an area originally zoned exclusively for business uses (Wheeler 2002, 
31).  In addition, since 1998 the South Loop area of Chicago has undergone a transformation 
from abandoned warehouses and storefronts to a community of residences, stores, offices, and 
even a hotel (Northeast-Midwest Institute 2001, 95).  This neighborhood is now considered a 
showcase project for infill development in the downtown Chicago area. 
 
 Allow above-story residential units in commercial districts.  Because retail often requires only 
the use of the bottom two floors of a building, at most, allowing residential units on the floors 
above can take advantage of maximum building heights for increased density.  In the mid-1990s, 
an old Italian market building in Oakland, CA, was transformed into a block containing 
approximately 40 apartments and condominiums above nearly 42,000 square feet of retail and 
office space (Wheeler 2002, 54).  In 2000, the Emeryville Warehouse Company Building in 
Emeryville, CA, was reconstructed with 7,000 square feet of retail space and 138 residential loft 
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housing units above.  This new construction also sports a beautiful 4,500 square foot landscaped 
courtyard (Wheeler 2002, 50). 
 
Reduce parking requirements.  Infill development is often severely restricted by parking 
regulations in the zoning code (Wheeler 2002, 17). It is not uncommon for on-site parking 
requirements to consume a substantial amount of land in a proposed infill project, depending on 
the type of use and local standards (MRSC 1997). Olympia, WA, is one community that has 
begun to “adjust its parking requirements downward to reflect real demand rather than to require 
excess parking that is rarely, if ever, fully utilized. For example, Olympia requires between 2.5 
and 4 spaces per 1,000 square feet of floor area for office uses, with smaller offices allotted a 
higher ratio of parking. The city also requires as few as “one space per residential unit for 
accessory or studio units, and for any residential unit in its downtown business or high density 
multifamily zones” (MRSC 1997, 52).  
 
Portland, OR, San Antonio, TX, and Jefferson County (Louisville), KY, all use a slightly 
different approach to parking requirements, setting a maximum, rather than minimum number of 
spaces (Wittenberg 2003). Based on the square footage of a specific land use, offices in the 
Portland Central Business District are allowed 0.7 parking spaces per 1,000 square feet and retail 
1.0 spaces per 1,000 square feet of net building area (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
[U.S. EPA] 1999, 16). Communities such as Redmond, WA, have expanded this idea to create 
parking ranges that account for both minimum and maximum allowable spaces. This suburban 
community allows a maximum of 5 spaces per 1,000 square feet of floor area for most uses and a 
minimum of 4 spaces for every 1,000 square feet of floor area in their neighborhood, retail and 
general commercial zones. Thus, for a 5,000 square foot building, 20 spaces are required, but the 
maximum of 25 spaces cannot be exceeded (Wittenberg 2003, 3).  
 
Cambridge, MA, uses another variation on parking maximums by limiting the overall number of 
parking spaces in a particular geographic area. As part of an overall strategy to reduce 
automobile dependence, the Cambridge zoning ordinance states: 
 

the total number of parking spaces serving non-residential uses in the North-Point 
Residence District shall not exceed 2,500 spaces allocated to each lot in the 
district at a rate of 1.2 spaces per 1,000 square feet of lot area (Wittenberg 2003, 
3). 

 
Cities such as San Jose, CA, are also updating their parking codes by allowing developers to 
create tandem spaces where one parking space is behind the other. This saves both valuable 
space and money (Wheeler 2002, 17). 
 
Require parking in the rear, inside, or beneath lot structures instead of in front. Although 
parking area is important to a successful commercial area, it should not dominate the streetscape, 
degrade the public realm, or excessively inconvenience pedestrians or transit users (MDP 2001, 
39). Although they are a product of current land use patterns, according to the Gainesville 
Florida Traditional City Area Outline, parking lots placed in front of buildings are:  

 
inconvenient and unpleasant for pedestrians. They significantly increase walking 
distances from the public sidewalk. They create hot expanses of asphalt, prevent 
the pedestrian on the public sidewalk from enjoying building details and activity 
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within the building, and increase safety problems since pedestrians must dodge 
cars in the parking area. (MDP 2001, 39) 

 
However, new buildings can be oriented so that they face the street with an adjacent walkway 
leading to the parking area, eliminating the need for pedestrians to walk through parking lots or 
across driveways. Complementing this strategy, municipalities can match existing street widths 
and promote multi-modal transport and walking (MRSC 1997). 
 
Buffer parking from the street view. To create these favorable conditions, communities such as 
Gainesville, FL, require parking in the rear or beneath structures rather than in front. If the 
parking area is adjacent to a street, a screening wall or landscaping three to four feet in height 
must buffer it, with breaks to provide pedestrian access (MDP 2001, 39). This serves to minimize 
the visual impact of parking lots without eliminating connectivity. 

 
Aesthetic conformity and compatibility are “largely subjective measures of how well new 
construction or substantial rehabilitation fits into the existing community structure,” yet they are 
an essential component of a successful infill project in both urban and rural areas (MDP 2001, 
12). For example, a second housing unit can be added on a single-family lot in an existing low-
density community without altering community character. Tools to ensure infill that is sensitive 
to the development context include regulations for lot size and coverage, bulk, height and 
setback, but each community should define relatively loose or tight guidelines accordingly. 
Although the community should decide the relative importance of compatibility with existing 
development, in no case should the quality or visual aesthetics of infill in marginal areas be 
inferior (MDP 2001, 14).   
 
Require infill development to fit within the context of the community. Many communities have 
recognized the need for conformity of styles. Annapolis, MD, has enacted a residential overlay 
district intended to preserve preexisting patterns of design and development. Listed as a general 
purpose, the districts require: “compatibility of new construction and structural alterations with 
the existing scale and character of surrounding properties” (MDP 2001, 29).  The rural character 
of Sandy Springs and Ashton, MD, resulted in a more traditional design as the infill development 
aligned with preexisting character by fitting design features and orientation on the site (MDP 
2001, 29). The city of Mountain View, CA, uses block-by-block infill design guidelines in its 
city plans that include provisions for façade treatments, building materials, building massing, and 
windows (Wheeler 2002, 37). 
 
To achieve flow within the architectural rhythm, many cities have realized that orientation, 
building materials, and landscaping of infill development are important in addition to building 
size, height, bulk, mass, and scale. In Portland, OR, duplexes and attached houses on corner lots 
are permitted so long as each unit is oriented towards a different street, providing the appearance 
of a house from either corner. In Vancouver, WA, residents favored housing types that would 
blend well with those already in their neighborhood. They reacted favorably to neotraditional 
concepts such as front porches, narrow streets and community greens (MRSC 1997). To ensure 
such development, Trappe, MD, mandates that building fronts face the street, exterior materials 
be natural in appearance, and the mass and spatial relationships of new buildings be compatible 
with the surrounding environment. The City also encourages the building of front porches. To 
assure proper compliance, the City’s Planning Commission may request photographs or sketches 
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of pre- and post-development before approving construction in the village overlay zone (MDP 
2001, 29-30). 
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AFFORDABLE HOUSING 
 
 
Introduction 
 
Affordable housing can help create economically integrated communities that allow households 
of modest means access to a range of services and opportunities, from good jobs and schools to 
transportation and safe streets (Brown 2001). Housing types vary and include single family, 
multifamily or apartments, condominiums, manufactured homes and attached housing for either 
rent or purchase. In most cases, affordable housing is defined as below market housing in a 
particular geographic location in relation to the median price of housing in that area (Burchell 
and Galley 2000). More specifically, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 
(HUD) calculates housing affordability based on Section 8 income requirements, which define 
low-income households as those earning between 50 and 80 percent of area median income and 
very low as below 50 percent of area median income (U.S. HUD 2003). However, affordable 
housing is about more than the provision of a raw number of reduced price housing units, and 
requires the consideration of a number of development strategies for optimal outcomes (Brown 
2001).  
 
To expand affordable housing options, communities should adopt smart growth strategies that 
promote affordable housing and increase housing opportunities and choices for a range of 
household types, family sizes, and incomes (Arigoni 2001). By encouraging increased density, 
communities can spread development costs over more homes and reduce per-unit costs 
(McIlwain 2002). Modifications to local land use regulations can also eliminate restrictions that 
prevent affordable housing construction and contribute to traditional suburban growth. For 
example, a reduction in minimum lot size, shorter or no setback requirements, and flexible 
parking requirements such as shorter driveways or smaller garages, can significantly lower the 
cost of land acquisition and housing construction for developers, and therefore for consumers. 
These techniques can also provide a greater range of housing options.  
 
Although affordable housing includes a wide range of styles and types, multifamily housing is 
the most commonly used option. Multifamily housing can be new, rehabilitated, or renovated 
rental properties that typically have four or more rental or apartment units. The typical densities 
for these apartment units vary but follow a commonly used average: garden apartments are 16-40 
units per acre, low-rise are 40-80 units per acre, mid-rise are 60-120 units per acre and high-rise 
are 80-120 units per acre (Peiser and Schwanke 1992).  
 
Strategies that increase affordable multifamily housing development include zoning that allows 
for increased density, mixed income composition, and reduced lot size minimums, setbacks and 
floor area minimums (Morris 2000; Nelson and Bell 2003). Local governments can also foster 
multifamily mixed-income housing through inclusionary zoning ordinances and incentive 
zoning, which offer density bonuses that encourage developers to preserve a percentage of units 
for low- and moderate-income households. States such as New York, Wisconsin, and 
Massachusetts condition developers’ receipt of Low-income Housing Tax Credits (LIHTC) and 
tax-exempt bond financing upon construction of mixed-income developments (Schwartz and 
Tajbakhsh 1997).  
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Mixed-income housing brings together residents with a range of income levels in the same 
community or development (McClure 2003a). Mixed-income developments help lower the cost 
of subsidized housing by increasing overall rental income and decreasing the government subsidy 
required (Schwartz and Tajbakhsh 1997).  Studies show that multifamily mixed-income tenants 
both experience higher levels of satisfaction with the superior design, construction, and 
management of their development and stay in a place longer than multifamily tenants in more 
income-uniform developments (Brophy and Smith 1997; Schwartz and Tajbakhsh 1997).  
 
However, successful income integration can be more difficult to achieve in a neighborhood 
setting than in a single housing development. “Size, design, condition, location, and cost of the 
housing (and perhaps the demographic characteristics of its occupants) are extremely important in 
attracting higher income households” (Schwartz and Tajbakhsh 1997, 76). The ratio of different 
income groups among residents is a key indicator of success. To achieve optimal outcomes with 
reduced tensions and higher tenure rates among residents, mixed-income units should include a 
percentage of low-income, moderate-income and market rate renters or homeowners (McClure 
2003a,b; Brophy and Smith 1997).  
 
Incentive zoning is a type of zoning practice that offers incentives to land developers in 
exchange for the provision of a percentage of affordable housing. Among the incentives are 
inclusionary zoning, density bonuses, fee waivers, streamlined permitting, exaction programs, 
and linkage. These incentives provide a number of different approaches and benefits to 
developers and are often used in combination. Many of these incentives are used in states 
throughout the country (Morris 2000).  
 
Inclusionary zoning helps to create affordable housing units without isolating poor and working 
families into economically segregated communities. Simply put, inclusionary zoning is defined 
as “any zoning action that increases housing quantities or densities and requires a cost reduction 
in housing units” and can be a voluntary or mandatory program (Tustian 2000, 1). However, the 
goal in inclusionary zoning programs is to integrate the building of affordable housing into 
development taking place in a community. This strategy helps to counteract the excessive 
separation of uses, the subsequent income segregation by community and the trend in spatial 
mismatch that separates new jobs in the suburbs or new development from workers and their 
housing in older or more urban areas (Tustian 2000; Ihlanfeldt 1994).  
 
Under inclusionary zoning, the number of affordable unites typically required ranges from 5 to 
30 percent of the overall development.  These units are subject to price controls, holding periods 
of ownership at affordable prices, and buy-out options for developers invoked because of 
financial hardships. Developers in the Washington, D.C. area may fulfill inclusionary zoning 
requirements by providing affordable housing on site; through a buy-out involving payment in 
the form of building affordable units at different locations; by providing land for affordable 
homes, or paying cash fees to a housing trust fund (Brown 2001). 
 
Density “bonuses” are offered to developers in the form of increased developable floor space in 
exchange for the provision of affordable housing and various public amenities. Developers who 
choose to take a density bonus will be able to increase the housing density of their development 
project by a certain percentage of the original floor area – a portion of which will be dedicated to 
affordable housing (Richard Drdla Associates 1999). As with inclusionary zoning, if developers 
do not want to build affordable housing, they can make payments in lieu to a fund, make cash 
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payments to an affordable housing trust, or provide affordable housing units in a different 
location (Bay Area Economics 2001). Density bonuses have proven more successful than 
subsidies in providing affordable housing (McClure 2003b; Morris 2000).  
 
Fee waivers are applied to the one-time impact fees typically charged to developers for building 
new developments. Impact fees can vary by location and are adjusted for the different types and 
sizes of development. These fees are meant to help pay for the new or expanded infrastructure 
that will serve developments; however, they can be waived or reduced if a developer provides a 
certain percentage of affordable housing units. The fee reduction or waiver is applied in 
proportion to the expense of the location being developed (McClure 2003b; Nelson and Bell 
2003).  
 
Streamlined permitting offers developers an expedited permit review process in exchange for 
providing affordable housing. Expediting the review process can occur in a number of ways. A 
special board can be created to review the permits, such as the Land Use Board of Appeals 
created in Oregon. Affordable housing criteria can also be set so that any permit that meets the 
requirements for providing affordable housing will automatically be streamlined or expedited for 
review (Nelson and Bell 2003).  
 
Exaction programs exact land, fees, or rights from developers in exchange for developing 
property. Exaction programs provide a variety of different incentives and vary widely because 
they are locally driven.  “Linkage fees” are the most well-known type of exaction used to offset 
the costs of new developments (CMHC 1998).  Linkage fees are collected and placed into a trust 
or fund to develop affordable housing. Sometimes the “fee” will come in the form of a set-aside 
deed. A municipality can require a developer to deed either permanently, or for a period of time, 
a certain percentage of affordable housing on the land that is developed (Barker 2003). 
 
Fannie Mae, the nation's largest home mortgage financing source, has created “location efficient 
mortgages” (LEM) to provide homebuyers with a financial incentive to purchase housing with 
convenient access to services and public transportation. The program’s intent is to broaden the 
number of housing options available to lower income homebuyers by increasing their reliance on 
alternative modes of transportation (Nozzi 2003).  As part of the LEM strategy, homebuyers are 
allowed to use the costs saved from not owning a car as additional borrowing income when 
applying for housing in more densely populated communities with efficient access to public 
transport services (U.S. Council of Mayors and Mortgage Bankers Association of America 2000; 
National Low-Income Housing Coalition [NLIHC] 2002).  This incentive provides additional 
income for homebuyers and increases homeownership opportunities among low-income 
residents who might not otherwise be able to afford a mortgage. 
 
“The location efficient mortgage is a fixed interest rate, typically 15-year to 30-year residential 
mortgage that requires a down payment of at least 3% of the appraised value of the property” 
(Nozzi 2003).  It can be used to purchase a wide variety of housing types: owner-occupied, 
single-unit detached homes, condominiums, and town homes (Nozzi 2003).  In addition, location 
efficient developments in areas with efficient transportation tend to obtain higher mortgages with 
lower down payments than would be possible under traditional guidelines, making home 
ownership accessible to more families (Blackman and  Krupnick 2001).   
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Further, LEMs link smart growth land use initiatives that promote mixed use, compact form, and 
transit oriented development (TOD) to affordable housing through location efficient 
development (LED). Recently developed LED guidelines give developers an opportunity to 
connect land use patterns and location efficient mortgages. Some developers advertise LEMs as a 
marketing strategy with their developments (Twin Cities Metropolitan Council n.d.). In LEDs 
residential and commercial development are located and designed to maximize accessibility –
housing is close to good transit service and common destinations such as stores and schools, and 
there is an emphasis on walking and cycling routes (Nozzi 2003).  
 
Accessory dwelling units (ADU) increase the affordable housing stock and enhance the 
affordability of housing for both renters and homeowners (CMCH 1998; Municipal Research and 
Service Center [MRSC] of Washington 1995). Through ADUs, sometimes known as garage 
apartments, granny flats, or carriage houses, additional independent dwelling units are created 
through attic or basement conversion in single-family houses or as a separate freestanding units 
(Cobb and Dvorak 2000). These units generate extra income for homeowners to cover rising 
taxes (Regulatory Barriers Clearinghouse [RBC] Newsletter 2003c). Because the new units are 
smaller rental units, ADUs can provide new affordable housing options within existing 
communities (Nelson and Bell 2003).  They also promote infill development while expanding the 
supply of affordable housing, meeting smart growth objectives without altering neighborhood 
character.  Finally, ADUs offer homeowners unusual flexibility in meeting housing needs as 
their life circumstances change.  ADUs can provide living space for workers, an elderly 
homeowner’s caretaker, or even widowed or empty nest homeowners who downsize by moving 
into the ADU and renting out the larger housing unit (RBC 2003c). 
 
A number of other land use regulations can make multifamily and other housing types more 
affordable. These include reducing or eliminating setbacks, “z-lot” configurations, zero lot lines, 
reduced street widths, and relaxed floor area minimums.  These are discussed in detail in the Best 
Practices section below. 
 
Solutions to affordable housing differ by location and demand and should combine different 
strategies for the most appropriate response. Used in combination, these strategies have the 
potential to reduce land use and infrastructure costs through increased density, and expand the 
range of housing opportunities for people without housing or for those who live in substandard 
conditions.  
 
 
Justifications 
 
It is widely documented that dense concentrations of affordable housing can have a deleterious 
effect on neighborhoods, particularly those already containing pockets of poverty. Higher rates 
of crime and unemployment, as well as lower scholastic achievement, are typically found in 
these areas (Rosenbaum and Rubinowitz 2000). Careful selection of location, proximity to 
services, housing type, and transportation options can mitigate some of these concerns. 
Strategically placed affordable housing can provide residents with increased economic 
opportunities and improved public services. It can also alleviate the negative impacts of isolation 
and reduce the potential for physical deterioration and urban decline suffered by so many cities 
and neighborhoods (Brown 2001; Ihlanfeldt 1994; Rusk 2000). 
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Economic Justifications 
 
Multifamily housing reduces local governments’ capital and operating costs and increases 
revenues because it is built at higher densities. Although the differences vary by density, a 1973 
British Columbia study showed that single-family homes at three per acre require “$2,361 in US 
dollars, in public services annually, while multifamily units at 30 per acre require only $1,647 in 
public service expenditures per year” (NAHB 2001, 20). The smaller household sizes and fewer 
bathrooms of multifamily residents also result in less water demand. An assessment of peak and 
average water demand by building type in Westminster County “found that the average daily 
water demand per year was 407 gallons for single-family houses, compared to only 213 gallons 
for multifamily homes. Average daily water demand during peak demand season was 1,290 
gallons for single-family homes and 403 gallons for multifamily homes” (NAHB 2001, 20). In 
addition, higher density developments increase municipalities’ per acre revenue; while renters do 
not directly pay property taxes, apartment owners do, and they often pay at higher commercial 
rates than single-family taxpayers (Burchell and Galley 2000; Metropolitan Council 2001; 
Kachadurian and Kempner 1998). 
 
Inclusionary zoning can also increase a municipality’s fiscal health. Traditional suburban 
development leads to economic segregation, sprawl, and higher poverty and, in turn, results in 
higher public service costs.  Through inclusionary zoning, more integrated communities are 
created and middle class residents do not flee from the core, easing the growth pressures 
associated with peripheral development (Rusk 2000). 
 
Inclusionary zoning also allows local governments to create more heterogeneous communities at 
little or no direct financial cost (Hill 1984; Smith et al. 1996). For example, a study of “86 cities 
found that a city whose poverty rate was one standard deviation from the mean of those cities 
would pay 36 percent more per resident for police services” (Rusk 1999, 139). Fire protection 
services followed a similar pattern, increasing by 27 percent in cities where the poverty rate was 
one standard deviation above the mean (Rusk 1999, 139). 
 
Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs) are another cost-effective affordable housing strategy for 
local governments. By promoting more efficient use of the community's existing housing stock 
and supporting infrastructure, more people make use of the same resources and services. Local 
government expenditures are reduced as well because new roads and related services do not need 
to be built or maintained (CMCH 1998, 1). Municipal revenue increases because property taxes 
go up when homes with ADUs are assessed at higher values. Local governments also reduce 
expenses or subsidies when you compare the costs of constructing new apartment units, as the 
cost for converting existing units is lower – a cost borne by the homeowner and not the 
municipality. As well, the occupants of the ADUs receive an immediate benefit because they will 
be able to enjoy the amenities typically found in a single-family neighborhood (MRSC 1995, 6). 
 
Increased employment opportunities and productivity are an added benefit to mixed-income 
affordable housing. Rosenbaum and Rubinowitz (2000) reveal that low-income youth re-located 
into middle class suburbs had higher rates of labor force participation. Employment patterns 
were similar for their parents. Seventy-five percent of the mothers who moved to the suburbs 
were employed compared to 41 percent of mothers who moved within the city. A higher 
proportion of the suburban women reported receiving at least one job benefit, such as vacation. 
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Based on these positive outcomes, the authors believe there is "a geography of opportunity" for 
families who have been mired in concentrated poverty and substandard housing (Rosenbaum and 
Rubinowitz, 2000; see also Millennial Housing Commission 2002).  
 
High density and compact affordable housing can increase savings for individuals and families 
by reducing their dependence on cars and the associated transportation costs. Instead these 
saving can be invested into households (NNC 2001). Locating near transit lessens the financial 
burden of car ownership, which for low-income families can cost more than one-third of the 
household budget (NLIHC 2002). When housing makes up a larger proportion of household 
budgets, people have less disposable income to spend. Families are more hesitant to spend 
money or make large purchases, an outcome that can ultimately affect the entire economy 
(National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 2003).  
 
Affordable housing also provides a community or region with an increase in the labor supply. 
Too often, a “lack of housing for nurses, teachers, fire and police officers, office workers and 
others ultimately hits communities in the pocketbook” (National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration 2003, 4). In a recent University of California survey of business executives in 
Orange County, CA, executives cite the lack of housing as the most significant barrier to doing 
business in the county (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 2003). 
 
By promoting the smart growth initiatives of mixed use and compact development patterns using 
transit oriented development and LEMs, community properties, including residential and 
commercial, are developed in such a way as to promote compactness and walkability.  These 
incentives promote urban infill and redevelopment of existing neighborhoods that help link 
affordable housing with a transportation choice and bring employment closer to housing (NLIHC 
2002). In addition, residents and employees in such areas tend to drive less, rely more on 
alternative forms of transportation, enjoy better transportation options and get more exercise 
(Nozzi 2003). Overall, higher density and mixed use development reduces infrastructure costs 
and these savings can be passed on in the form of affordable housing units and increased quality 
of life. 
 
 
Social Justifications 
 
There are numerous social benefits to providing adequate, well-placed affordable housing 
including increased and more equitable education opportunities for children, higher academic 
performance, greater family stability, reduction in health risks and desegregation by race and 
income.  
 
Mixed-income affordable housing can give low-income children a chance to live in middle-class 
neighborhoods with schools where higher academic performance is typically achieved 
(Kahlenberg 2001). The positive influence of these environments on low-income populations is 
found through the effect of school desegregation on the achievement of low-income children. 
When public housing children lived in middle-class neighborhoods and attended middle-class 
schools “with 20 percent poor children rather than a high-poverty neighborhood school with 80 
percent poor children, it meant a 13 percentile point improvement in an average public housing 
child’s test scores” (Rusk 1999, 124). Also, those poor children “attending a school whose 
students ranked on average in the 80th percentile in the national tests, as opposed to a school 
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whose students were in the 20th percentile, meant in a 32 percentile improvement in the average 
public housing child’s test scores” (124).  
 
In Chicago, the two-decade-long Gautreaux Housing Relocation Program found that low- and 
moderate-income inner city children who were moved to the suburbs compared to their 
counterparts who were moved to predominantly black inner city neighborhoods, were not only 
more likely to have higher grades but also were likely to be enrolled in college.  “For youth past 
the age of 17, 40 percent of the suburban sample was enrolled in a college track vs. 24 percent in 
the city.  Similarly, 54 percent of the suburban youth were enrolled in college and 27 percent in 
four-year colleges vs. 21 percent in college and 4 percent in four-year institutions for the city 
movers” (Rosenbaum and Rubinowitz 2000, 2). 
 
Decent, affordable, and adequate housing promotes family stability and creates a positive 
environment for raising children.  It can also prevent many other negative side effects.  In many 
cases, families lacking the means to pay for good-quality housing may have to make frequent 
moves in search of appropriate accommodations.  The struggles to provide for daily needs often 
interfere with both school and job performance (Millennial Housing Commission 2002; Bratt 
2002). 
 
Mixed-income affordable housing can also reduce the negative social impacts associated with 
concentrations of poverty by providing children and adults access to different role models.  
According to authorities in this field (e.g. David Rusk) people from different economic and 
social backgrounds who are regularly employed have a beneficial impact on individuals who 
come from poverty.  If non-working adults and their children live in a setting dominated by 
working families they are also less likely to participate in anti-social conduct (Millennial 
Housing Commission 2002). 
 
Adequate housing can improve the mental and physical health of individuals and families facing 
a housing crisis.  Many families unable to find adequate affordable housing are often faced with 
living in substandard and overcrowded housing that creates risks to health and safety.   Across 
the country, more than 5 million families and over 4 million children are living in substandard 
housing that they can barely afford.  Inside many of these deteriorating houses and apartments, 
both urban and rural, are hosts of harmful biological and chemical contaminants that contribute 
to the growing asthma epidemic.  Asthma triggers such as mold, cockroaches and cockroach 
dust, mice and rats and their droppings, dust mites, carbon monoxide, and environmental tobacco 
smoke are all more prevalent in low- and moderate-income and inner-city homes (Bashir 2002; 
Boston Medical Center Children's Hospital 1998).  Substandard housing has been found to have 
a direct relationship to poor mental health, developmental delay, heart disease, and even short 
stature (Bashir 2002).  Substandard and deteriorating housing also contributes to a variety of 
ailments, from respiratory disease and neurological disorders to psychological and behavioral 
dysfunction.  These often life-threatening ailments disproportionately affect children of color and 
children from low-income families and also increase health care costs (Millennial Housing 
Commission 2002; Bashir 2002; Evans et al. 2000). 
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Best Practices 
 
Permit multifamily housing.  Multifamily developments should be situated in high-demand 
locations, where development is already established, near high-quality competition, and within 
walking distance from commercial activities.  Proximity to growing employment centers and 
universities also provides an influx of young, market-rate renters who lack biases about living in 
multifamily housing (Brophy and Smith 1997).  To attract and retain market-rate tenants and 
minimize vacancy rates, multifamily housing must be of good quality, well-maintained, and 
include amenities such as more architectural detail, high-quality appliances and attractive 
landscaping.  Being in a “good” neighborhood as opposed to being in a less desirable and remote 
location is key to drawing in middle-income households (Schwartz and Tajbakhsh 1997). 
 
A model of an inclusionary multifamily development with these features is Harbor Point, in 
Boston, MA.  The development is a 1,283-unit, mixed-income community and townhouses and 
high-rise apartment buildings.  The complex maintains a mix of 70 percent market-rate and 30 
percent subsidized units, and the household income for the subsidized units ranges from $10,000 
to $41,000 per year.  Low- or moderate-income tenants can occupy no more than 50 percent of 
the units in any building.  An independent contractor provides social services such as a health 
clinic, a daycare center, a security service, a mentoring program, and youth activities to support 
the development’s subsidized residents.  Residents have access to free parking, a fitness center 
and tennis courts.  Harbor Point management holds an orientation session for new tenants and 
also sponsors regular social events to decrease social exclusion (Brophy and Smith 1997).   
 
Reduce minimum lot dimensions.  In addition to mixed-income multifamily developments like 
Harbor Point, communities that zone for development with varied and reduced lot sizes and 
setbacks within a development or adjacent to larger lot sizes can expand the availability of 
mixed-income housing (City of Sacramento, California 2000; Morris 2000; Nelson and Bell 
2003).  Effective income ratios for diversity in a development include an equal number of 
market-rate and moderate-income households, or a tiered but equal ratio of occupants from very-
low income to market rate renters or homebuyers.  In developments with income diversity, 
tensions between market-rate renters and those on public assistance are minimal (McClure 
2003a,b). 
 
Create mixed use and transit overlay districts.  To make LEMs feasible, development should 
include a mix of land uses and transportation features that improve access and mobility options, 
including walking, cycling, and transit.  A range of housing types and prices should also be 
included, allowing people in various life-cycle stages and income classes to have housing choice.  
Parking requirements should be reduced or eliminated for location efficient housing.  
Households should be encouraged to rent parking separately so that they only pay for what they 
use (Nozzi 2003). 
 
The pilot LEM program was based in Seattle, Washington, and began in response to the rising 
housing costs and high levels of reliance on motor vehicles.  The median housing price in Seattle 
had rise from $138,000 to $223,000 by 1990.  According to county statistics, homebuyers 
making 80 percent of median income—about $48,560 for a two-person household—could afford 
only 8.5 percent of the single-family homes available in the county (Nozzi 2003). 
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The LEM initiative provided prospective Seattle homebuyers more leverage.  Homebuyers were 
given larger loans and lower down payments and asked by the Fannie Mae Foundation to limit 
vehicle ownership to one car.  Participating homebuyers must live within a quarter-mile of a bus 
line or one half-mile of a train or light rail system.  One member of each household also receives 
a discounted annual bus pass.   The LEM program assigns values to each Seattle home based on 
residential density, amenities such as shopping, and access to public transportation.  Home in 
neighborhoods with fewer amenities and less access to public transportation are assigned a lower 
location efficient value and receive a reduced mortgage option (Nozzi 2003). 
 
“A household earning $60,000 a year would qualify under traditional mortgage underwriting 
guidelines for a $143,000 home.  However, if the family gives up one car, their annual savings 
would be $3,200, according to a city-commissioned study.  Because of that savings, Continental 
Savings Bank would extend the family’s credit by $17,800 toward the purchase price of a 
$160,700 home” (Nozzi 2003).  The success of Seattle’s program has provided a model for other 
regions responding to the increased demand for affordable housing (Bennet 2000).  LEM 
programs have also been implemented in Los Angeles, San Francisco, and Chicago (Nozzi 
2003). 
 
Adopt incentive zoning.  Municipalities should provide incentives to developers in exchange for 
building affordable housing or other public amenities.  The most commonly used incentive to 
achieve affordable housing is the density bonus (McClure 2003b; Morris 2000).  Matching an 
appropriate density bonus to each project is the most complicated aspect of an incentive zoning 
program (Morris 2000).  The value of the bonus (e.g., the increase in floor area or numbers of 
units) should be proportionate to the developer’s cost in providing the housing or amenity.  Fee 
waivers, streamlined permitting, exaction programs, linkage, and inclusionary zoning provide a 
number of other approaches and benefits to developers and are used in combination to increase 
affordable housing (Morris 2000; see also RBC 2003b). 
 
Since the early 1980s, Arlington, the Virginia suburb closest to Washington, D.C. has faced 
tremendous growth pressures that dramatically increased housing prices.  In addition, luxury 
high-rise apartments have replaced many affordable housing units.  In response to their housing 
affordability problem, local government officials created a 15 percent density bonus program for 
mixed-income developments that included affordable housing.  By the late 1990s, however, 
Arlington officials realized that this incentive was no longer sufficient.  In 2001, the community 
sought and received permission from the state legislature to increase density bonuses to 25 
percent, provided that developments contain units that low- and moderate-income households 
could afford (RBS Newsletter 2003a). 
 
Berkeley, CA, also uses a 25 percent density bonus program fro affordable housing.  The 
Berkeley zoning ordinance does not limit the number of units per acre in multifamily residential 
districts, but instead relies upon a more flexible system of performance standards to limit the 
number of units developed on any given site.  The ordinance also contains provisions for 
increasing the density bonus offered to developers if projects including affordable housing still 
are not economically feasible at the 25 percent bonus level (RBC 2003a). 
 
Adopt inclusionary zoning.  Communities that link affordable housing to market-rate, private 
development through inclusionary zoning will increase the chance that low- and moderate-
income families will live in healthy communities that also appeal to people with resources and 
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choices (Brown 2001).  Since 1974, Montgomery County, MD has used inclusionary zoning 
through a Moderately Priced Dwelling Unit (MPDU) ordinance.  The ordinance applies to a 
dwelling with 50 or more units, of which 12.5 – 15 percent are set aside as affordable for 20 year 
(rental) or 10 year (owner-occupied).  However, if a property owner sells before the end of the 
10-year-control period, then the “resale price cannot exceed the original price plus a cost of 
living adjustment based on the Consumer Price Index, approved improvements, sales 
commission, and any closing costs not paid by the original seller” (Brown 2001, 6).  Also, the 
unit must be offered for sale to only income-eligible participants for 60 days.  On the other hand, 
after the 10-year holding period, the unit has no price restriction on reversion.  The ordinance 
allows up to a 22 percent density bonus for developers as compensation.  Multifamily and single-
family developments are governed by the ordinance (Brown 2001). 
 
Montgomery County, MD, and Fairfax and Loudoun County, VA’s inclusionary zoning 
ordinances specify that the profits on the first sale of owner occupied units after a holding period 
be split between the homeowner and the County or its Housing Initiative Fund.  The fund helps 
for-profit and not-for-profit developers purchase, build, and rehabilitate affordable housing and 
leverage funds.  These ordinances allow housing authorities and non-profits to purchase a 
percentage (33 percent in Loudoun County) of affordable units after 60 days (Montgomery 
County) or 90 days (Loudon County) (Brown 2001, 9).  The proportion of affordable units per 
development mandated by ordinance varies by county: Loudoun (6.25 percent), Fairfax (6.25-
12.5 percent).  Target households for the units have between 30 percent and 70 percent of 
Metropolitan Statistical Area income (Brown 2001, 12).  To make affordable housing palatable 
to surrounding market-rate households, it must be well constructed and visually compatible with 
market-rate units.  Therefore, Montgomery County’s inclusionary zoning program allowed 
certain developers to exceed base construction guidelines to make architectural upgrades.  In 
return for placing $125,000 townhouses next to $800,000 single-family estates, “developers were 
allowed to charge an extra 5 to 10 percent for the affordable homes” (Brown 2001, 26). 
 
Permit accessory dwelling units.  Accessory dwelling units (ADUs) should be permitted in all 
residential zones to increase affordable housing options.  The City of Portland, OR developed a 
model for ADUs that suits different neighborhoods types and minimizes neighborhood impacts, 
using design specifications, height limits, restrictions on entrance locations, occupancy limits and 
parking requirements.  Thus, Portland is able to increase the housing stock while respecting the 
look and scale of single-family neighborhoods.  The Portland zoning code now permits the 
creation of accessory dwelling units in all residential zones in the city (City of Portland, Oregon 
2000). 
 
Washington State passed legislation in 1994 requiring cities of 20,000 or more to permit ADUs 
in single-family neighborhoods.  Since that time, the Seattle metropolitan area has added some 
300 ADUs to its affordable housing stock. 
 
The City of Cary, NC, near the Raleigh-Durham Research Triangle, recently proposed a revision 
to the city’s ADU ordinance to encourage ADU development.  The current ordinance mandates 
that an ADU be attached to the main housing unit and permits only family members to live in the 
ADU.  The city sought to increase flexibility in ADUs by relaxing the family-member-only 
residency requirement.  The city made ADUs an integral part of its development plan, although it 
restricted their location.  ADUs would only be allowed as part of new planned unit developments 
or as part of the Town Center redevelopment district (RBS Newsletter 2003c). 
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Other land use regulations. The following land use regulations can be adopted to increase 
housing affordability: 
 

• Reducing or eliminating setbacks from all lot boundaries to increase available space and 
allow for increased density (Morris 2000).  

 
• Z-lot configurations create more housing in less space by staggering units in a z-pattern 

and requiring less land for building (HUD and NAHB Research Center 1987).  
 

• Zero lot lines use less lot area for housing units and increase density by attaching the 
house to the side lot limit (City of Redmond, Washington 2003).  

 
•  Reduced street widths, streets set in grid patterns, and smaller lot sizes allow for smaller, 

more affordable housing units and more efficient use of land (U.S. HUD 1987).  
 

• Relaxed floor area minimums reduce or eliminate floor size minimums and enable 
housing units to be built on a smaller scale at a reduced cost (Nelson and Bell 2003, 5).  
In Lacey, Washington, a developer used the above principles to increase density from 7 
to 8 units per acre and raised the number of units from 153 to 176, enabling the project to 
provide more affordable homes from increased sales (U.S. HUD 1987 35). 
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SENSE OF PLACE 
 
 

[We] all react, consciously and unconsciously, to the places where we live and 
work, in ways we scarcely notice or that are only now becoming known to us. 
Ever-accelerating changes in most people’s day-to-day circumstances are helping 
us and prodding us, sometimes forcing us, to learn that our ordinary surroundings, 
built and natural alike, have an immediate and a continuing effect on the way we 
feel and act, and on our health and intelligence. These places have an impact on 
our sense of self, our sense of safety, the kind of work we get done, the ways we 
interact with other people… (Hiss, 1990, pp. xii).  

 
Introduction 
 
Sense of place is an ambiguous term, both in its definition and its physical embodiment.  Every 
person has his or her own idea of sense of place. Similarly, every region has unique qualities that 
make it unlike any other region. Thus, devising a uniform sense of place code strategy for Dane 
County municipalities under the framework of smart growth seems contradictory.  This section 
will demonstrate that it is not. 
 
There are concrete examples of sense of place development in municipalities that translate well 
into code language and provide flexibility in enhancing a community’s own meaning of place. 
But, the main thrust of this piece is not to explore whether sense of place can be coded, rather it 
is an exploration of benefits and best practices for doing so.  
 
According to the University of Vermont’s Natural Resource Department (2003), a sense of place 
is derived from a distinct combination of geology, climate, vegetation, soils, land uses, historical 
development, and cultural and political framework. Using this comprehensive definition, several 
areas that can be coded have been selected to help municipalities build their unique senses of 
place: historic building and land preservation, sign and cellular tower control, and the 
beautification and functionality of streets through urban trees and furniture. These areas 
correspond to Wisconsin’s Smart Growth Planning Goals, “Preservation of cultural, historic and 
archeological sites” and “Building of community identity by revitalizing Main Streets and 
enforcing design standards” (WI §16.965(4)(b)6, §16.965(4)(b)8). 

 
 

Justifications 
 
The benefits of sense of place have been split into economic, environmental, and social 
categories, in order to present a coherent justification for sense of place code adoption, much like 
the other smart growth chapters in this report. The discussion of best practices in this section, 
however, treats the topics as separate from these broad categories in order to make the best 
practices easily comparable to current code practices.  
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Economic Justifications 
 
Preserving built and natural areas that are visually, historically, and culturally rich also produces 
economic benefits. Some community development economists suggest that a community’s 
success has less to do with its quantitative economic indicators, but more with its so-called “soft” 
variables, such as attitude, leadership, and local culture, or more broadly, sense of place 
(McDowell 2000). The direct and indirect payoffs for heeding these variables should not be 
underestimated. A distinct identity retains businesses, attracts future residents, and encourages 
private investment in the community (Local Government Commission 2003). Downtown 
revitalization and tourism development are two popular strategies to preserve or establish a sense 
of place that are often used to generate an economic boost in local communities. This section 
will explore each of these strategies in closer detail.  
 
The term downtown revitalization is too broad to be useful. Robertson (1999a) identifies historic 
preservation, the Main Street approach of revitalizing and redeveloping traditional historic and 
economic business districts, pedestrian-scale improvements, and waterfront development as 
separate strategies to reinforce a downtown’s sense of place. This report further condenses the 
concept and uses historic preservation and general downtown development strategies to represent 
the total economic benefits of downtown revitalization.  
 
The economic benefits of historic preservation are well documented.  In more than 300 cities, a 
survey of economic development tools cited historic preservation as the seventh (of 45) most 
often used revitalization strategy (Listokin et al. 1998). Cities’ abilities to convince owners of the 
importance of the preservation of historic property are greatly enhanced by various state and 
federal financial incentives.  In Wisconsin, for example, two income tax credits are available: a 
20 percent federal and a 5 percent state credit, for the costs incurred in rehabilitating historic 
buildings that will be used as income-producing commercial properties (State Historical Society 
of Wisconsin [SHSWI] 1996). Historic residential owner-occupied properties may qualify for a 
25 percent state income tax credit for the costs of rehabilitation (SHSWI 1996). Property values 
are another indicator of the economic benefits of historic preservation. Studies suggest that in 
general, historic preservation positively affects property values, with average increases ranging 
between 5 and 20 percent of the total property value (Leichenko et al.  2001).  The presence of 
historic resources in an area creates benefits that extend beyond individual landmarks or historic 
districts.  In fact, Listokin et al. (1998) report that when a historic district is undergoing 
renovation, the surrounding property owners are more likely to rehabilitate their buildings in 
anticipation of rising property values or a subsequent designation of their property. 
 
Proponents of downtown development efforts now recognize the value of a strong sense of place. 
The Main Street News (Robertson 1999b) finds that a strong sense of place is vital to a 
downtown’s health and prosperity, especially in smaller cities. An enticing downtown does not 
suffer from anonymity, and this encourages people to linger, explore distinctive spaces, and 
spend money while there. A study from the University of Washington indicated that shoppers 
will pay as much as 11 percent more for certain goods and services if the shops are located in 
districts with street trees and other plantings that beautify the shopping environment (Wolf 
1998). Other aesthetic improvement measures such as billboard and sign controls have proven to 
yield increased retail profits in cities in Vermont and Texas (Scenic America 2000b). 
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Sense of place is critical in tourism development, because it helps create and define the 
experience that tourists seek. In the United States, there is little doubt that tourism is big 
business. In 2001, tourism contributed $537.2 billion to the U.S. economy, making it the 
country’s third largest retail industry behind automotive dealers and food stores (National Trust 
for Historic Preservation 2003). Recognizing this, communities wishing to grow their local 
economies should take a critical look at their methods for developing their local tourism 
industries.  Bringing in outside tourism dollars creates new and increased demand for a more 
diverse and expanded mix of retail in that community. A study of Wisconsin communities 
showed that eight of those with significant tourist activity had twice as many retail 
establishments as compared to other communities of similar sizes (Ryan et al. 1999). Large or 
small, rural or urban, promoting and retaining sense of place is critical to tourism development. 
 
In rural areas, preserving scenic vistas protects communities’ while simultaneously providing 
economic opportunities for tourism and recreation. The rewards for preserving these vistas can 
often be substantial. For instance, visitors along the Blue Ridge Parkway in Virginia and North 
Carolina spent an estimated $1.8 billion in the Parkway’s adjacent counties. Between 1995 and 
1997, these expenditures produced over $147 million in tax revenues and supported more than 
74,614 jobs in the region (Brothers and Chen 1997, in Kask et al. 2002). Dane County’s close 
proximity to large urban areas such as Chicago, Milwaukee, Madison and Minneapolis makes it 
an ideal place to attract urban dwellers that seek the beautiful vistas and idyllic viewsheds of its 
rural landscape.  
 
In urban areas, the creation of a sense of place by preserving historic buildings and landmarks 
increases tourist activity. Nationally, more vacationers and travelers are seeking distinctive 
heritage and cultural experiences as part of their itineraries. A 1997 survey profiling the heritage 
traveler noted that as a group they surpass average travelers in terms of spending more time on 
the road as well as spending more money on food, lodging, and retail (Weber 1999 in BRW 
1999). The Travel Industry of America (2001) supports this claim, reporting that although the 
average U.S. traveler spends just $457 and 3.4 nights away from home per trip, heritage travelers 
spend $631 and 4.7 nights away from their homes. Tourism buttresses local economies and 
provides a convincing dollars and cents argument for preserving an area’s distinctive resources 
(Weber 1999, in MNSH 2003). 
 
Streetscape design, embodied by street trees, both contributes sense of place and aids the 
environment. Aside from their aesthetic qualities, street trees help control flooding and erosion, 
improve water quality, and protect wildlife habitat. A study of street trees in Modesto, CA, 
placed dollar values on the environmental benefits that the trees produce (McPherson et al. 
1999). The benefits of maintaining the city’s more than 90,000 trees were twice that of the cost; 
carbon dioxide was sequestered at a rate of 336 pounds per tree for a savings of $460,000. Also, 
the presence of large street trees in residential yards improves living conditions and increases the 
area’s aesthetic quality, which can be measured by comparing the sale prices of properties with 
and without trees.  This, and cost-benefit analysis, led McPherson et al. (1999) to value the 
aesthetic contribution of street trees to Modesto’s economy at $1.5 million per year. 
 
Appraisers routinely value properties with trees more highly. It is standard technique to appraise 
a property at $12,000 or more for a silver maple two feet in diameter at chest height (Brabec 
1992). According to a New York state mortgage company survey, trees increase property values 
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by 20 percent (Duerksen and Richman 1993). In a Stevens Point, WI, subdivision, the presence 
of trees was cited as the most important factor in lot purchase (Duerksen and Richman 1993). 

 
 

Environmental Justifications 
 
Perhaps where we are most aware of a sense of place is in the environment in which we live. 
Weather patterns, wildlife and local vegetation all contribute to the unique experiences and 
character of a local community. Preserving and enhancing this character is good not only for 
sense of place but for the environment as well. Awareness of and concern for the local 
environment will inspire communities to search for ways to satisfy the often contrary goals of 
economic growth and maintaining environmental capital (Chapman 2002).  The benefits of 
preserving sense of place follow below.  
 
Quite simply, preserving local scenery preserves sense of place and contributes to the overall 
quality of our communities. The rapid change often associated with sprawling development 
consumes open space and destroys scenic vistas and viewsheds. Identifying and protecting these 
vulnerable assets is an important part of smart growth and scenic stewardship (Scenic America 
2000a). How and where communities site such things as billboards and communication towers, 
items that undeniably leave their mark on the landscape and detract from a community’s scenic 
appeal, are issues that communities must address (Scenic America 2000a). 
 
Part of creating a sense of place involves preserving and rehabilitating older, historic buildings 
resulting in environmental benefits as well as the economic benefits discussed earlier. Historic 
preservation is environmentally beneficial because it saves energy in three ways: first, energy is 
expended in the demolition process and disposal of existing building stock is spared; second, 
new material is not created and transported to the site; and third, embodied energy, the energy 
already consumed in making the original building and its materials, is preserved (Kansas 1998). 
Thus, by minimizing total energy requirements, historic preservation conserves fossil fuels and 
other natural resources. 

 
 

Social Justifications 
 
Though not as easily quantified as the economic benefits, the social benefits of developing a 
sense of place can reward communities in significant and substantive ways that should not be 
undervalued in the calculus of smart growth decision-making. A sense of community history, 
greater community organization, greater safety, improved sociability, better health, increased 
social capital, and the pure enjoyment of life are all influenced by sense of place.  
 
Historic structures and landscapes give communities character.  The presence of these also 
reveals the pride a community has in both celebrating and preserving its unique features, such as 
cultural events, artifacts, and special places (Schaeffer and Millerick 1991). Revitalizing main 
streets and preserving or restoring cultural landscapes, such as war sites, American Indian tribal 
sites, and century farms, can inculcate reverence and understanding into a community through 
education (Pitcaithley 1987). By preserving historic landscapes and buildings, professions 
steeped with history, such as farming, can find a place in the modern world. 
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Improved aesthetics can also play a role in public safety. Experts attribute lighting to a decrease 
in crime. Though not singularly effective in crime prevention, lighting has been proven effective 
as one of a set of strategies to decrease crime (Pease 1998). A recent study shows that residents 
living in surroundings with more plant foliage report lower levels of fear, fewer incivilities, and 
less aggressive and violent behavior. Results further indicate that the greener a building’s 
surroundings the fewer the number of crimes reported (Kuo and Sullivan 2001). 
 
Emigration from central cities and the loss of a sense of place in these areas, contributes to a 
feeling of insecurity as well (Oc and Tiesdell 1997).  Human activity plays a central role in the 
quality of places.  People’s departure from neighborhoods and central cities imparts feelings of 
abandonment on the remaining residents and erodes the sense of place that had been established.  
Conversely, attractive on-premise signs can help encourage citizens and business owners to work 
together to improve and revitalize local appearances, helping to retain downtown economic 
activity (SA 2000b). 
 
Farming is a strong symbol of rural Dane County. However, the food products of local farms 
also contribute to a sense of place in urban areas.  The Dane County Farmers Market, community 
gardens, and community supported agriculture give communities increased access to fresher 
fruits and vegetables. Eating at least five servings of fresh fruit and vegetables per day has been 
shown to reduce the incidence of cancer by 20 percent (Dufresne 2001). The problem with 
reduced access to fresh fruits and vegetables manifest themselves in different ways. Families 
whose diets consist of fast food products and processed foods, often the case in low-income 
neighborhoods, are susceptible to high levels of obesity and poor health overall.  Community 
gardens provide healthy alternatives to high-calorie, low-nutrition snacks and dinners by aiding 
participants in fulfilling daily nutritional and dietary needs (Williamson 2002). Not only do 
participants benefit from the food that is produced in the gardens, but they also engage in 
physical activity. The combination of a vegetable rich diet and regular activity contributes to 
greater health and well-being for families and, more broadly, the entire community.  
 
The health benefits of developing a sense of place do not stop with food. Trees, often used to 
develop a sense of place, reduce stress in healthy people and can reduce hospital stays as well as 
heat-related illnesses and deaths. It has been found that hospital patients recovering from surgery 
whose rooms had window views of natural areas, rather than brick walls, had shorter hospital 
stays by almost a day. Those same patients took two-thirds fewer pain medications and received 
two-thirds fewer negative evaluation comments from nurses (Marcus 1999).  
 
Each year health costs of human exposure to outdoor air pollutants in the U.S. are between $40 
and $50 billion, or approximately $160 per capita.  An estimated 50,000 to 120,000 premature 
deaths each year are associated with exposure to air pollutants. One major health cost of air 
pollution is that it increases the risk of asthma attacks. Asthma is a contributing factor in 4,000 
deaths a year, with medical costs related to asthma treatment exceeding $4 billion annually. 
Trees help trap airborne particulates and reduce carbon dioxide, thereby reducing the risk of 
asthma attacks (Center for Disease Control 2003). 
 
The definition of sense of place and community health naturally extends to encompass the way a 
place sounds. Indeed, sound contributes to creating a distinctive ambiance and aesthetic of a 
place. Sound, however, cuts both ways: it can be pleasant or, at its worst, noisy. In simple terms, 
noise is damaging and stressful, physically and mentally impacting the people it finds (Zwerling 
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et al 1997). The reactions that residents have toward noise-induced stress are revealing. In New 
York City, perhaps one of the busiest and noisiest places in the world, the quality-of-life hotline 
reports that 85 percent of the calls received relate to noise. In response, Mayor Bloomberg 
announced the city’s most aggressive assault on noise in ten years, aptly named Operation Silent 
Night (Steinhauer 2002). In 1999, the League for the Hard of Hearing conducted a survey in 
which it polled residents from around the world about their feelings toward noise pollution. The 
results showed that respondents felt primarily annoyed, but also angry, helpless, upset, 
overwhelmed, and even physically ill from noise (Bronzhaft et al 2000). Clearly, minimizing the 
effects of noise can make a better and healthier community. 
 
One of the most important benefits of developing a sense of place is the building of social 
capital. “Social capital refers to the internal social and cultural coherence of society, the norms 
and values that govern interactions among people and the institutions in which they are 
embedded. Social capital is the glue that holds societies together and without which there can be 
no economic growth or human well-being” (Collier 1998, iii). Increasing evidence shows that the 
social cohesion that the results from groups forming around a shared interest is critical for the 
economic prosperity of a society (Knack and Keefer 1997).  Citizen participation has always 
depended on good public spaces.  Public spaces enable community members to express opinions 
about ways of preserving the places that they value.  Public gathering areas where ideas can be 
shared give a community a chance to direct the future growth and development of that 
community (White and Roddewig 1994).  With a collective voice, feelings could, for example, 
be expressed about the protection of valued historic properties where developers and other users 
are indifferent or oblivious to historical significance (Asabere 1994).  For example, the 
development of effective aesthetic controls expresses and overall community vision by 
addressing desired visual qualities, as well as traffic safety, preservation, economic impacts, and 
most conspicuously, cellular tower placement (SA 2000c).  In communities were opposition is 
not well organized, wireless service providers have quickly erected communication towers 
without proper regard to their impact on the local area (SA 2000c). 
 
Finally, occupying a functioning, vital space is enjoyable. One can relish in the art of architecture 
(Schaeffer and Millerick 1991), the activity and sculpture in public spaces, and the comfort of 
being a part of a shared experience. Being in places that reveal past and present values and ideas 
through physical form is one of the many significant components to quality of life. 
 
 
Best Practices 
 
This section presents examples of zoning ordinances that promote community sense of place. 
The ordinances are designed to assist in the preservation of historic and cultural resources, the 
allocation and development of useful public spaces, and the prescription of aesthetic controls for 
proposed development.  
 
Create historic property and landmark designations. Historic resource protection can take place 
on a variety of levels. Some communities choose to craft their ordinances at the individual 
property or structure level, while others opt to designate entire districts as historic; still others 
allow for flexibility and zone for both. Regardless of scale, it is crucial to craft context-specific 
ordinances (Roddewig 1983; Duerksen 1983a). Liberty, MO, protects its historic resources at 
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both the parcel and district level. Explicit in its ordinance are justifications and benefits for 
preserving these types of resources, such as the following: 

[M]ovements and shifts of population and the changes in residential, commercial, 
and industrial uses and customs threaten the destruction of areas, places, 
structures, works of art, and other objects having special historic, community, 
architectural, or other aesthetic importance, interest, or value and whose 
preservation and continued utilization are necessary and desirable for the 
enjoyment and beauty of the city of Liberty and for the welfare of the citizens of 
Liberty (Roddewig 1983, 38). 

The ability to make designations on both the parcel and the district level provides a greater 
degree of flexibility to municipal officials, who must balance the pros and cons of a historic or 
landmark designation. 
 
Create historic overlay districts. Similar in concept to other overlay districts, a historic overlay 
district applies a common set of regulations and standards to historic properties in a given area, 
that are enforced along with those regulations and standards of the underlying zoning district 
(Mantell et al. 1990a). Loudoun County, VA, uses a Historic and Cultural Conservation Overlay 
District as part of its zoning codes and it is used to conserve the county’s rural and cultural areas 
from the encroachment of suburban residential development. Because overlay districts can 
require such things as mandatory clustering, performance standards, special permits, and site 
plan and architectural review, they are especially effective tools for shaping a sense of place 
(Mantell 1990b, 202). 
 
Although preservation efforts are not always embedded in zoning ordinances, there are distinct 
advantages in doing so. Property owners who believe that designation status reduces their ability 
to profit from development often challenge historic property preservation. To prevent 
designation from being construed as illegal, it is better to embed it in something that already has 
legal standing, such as zoning. Duerksen (1983a, 50) points out that “courts are more at ease 
with zoning and its well-established ground rules and language—zoning was approved by the 
U.S. Supreme Court over 50 years ago—and the validity of a zoning ordinance is assumed until 
proved otherwise.” Furthermore, historic preservation ordinances attained legal precedent in the 
landmark 1978 U.S. Supreme Court decision Penn Central Transportation Co. v. New York City 
(438 U.S. 104). 
 
A detailed exploration of the rationale and techniques of historic preservation is beyond the 
scope of this review.  Municipalities that want to protect historic resources in its zoning 
ordinances have numerous places to seek help. For information about justifying historic 
preservation, see Tyler (2000) and Duerksen (1983a). For general information about what is 
typically included in a historic preservation ordinance, see Roddewig (1983). For specific 
examples and case studies of municipalities that have undertaken historic preservation efforts, 
see Roddewig (1983), Duerksen (1983b), and Mantell et al. (1990b).  
 
Implement incentive zoning, with strict design standards. Combine transit nodes with mixed-use 
development to enhance activity within a community’s public spaces. In Bethesda, MD, incentive 
zoning was implemented for projects around the Bethesda Metrorail station. Incentive zoning is a 
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regulatory technique used to require developers to provide supplemental amenities to their 
primary project. Provisions of affordable housing, dedication of public space and transit node 
development are some of the amenities achieved through incentive zoning. In exchange for these 
amenities, developers may receive compensation in the form of increased density for their 
project. The zoning density incentive was combined with a ceiling of potential development 
already established in the area plan. Montgomery County planners announced that plans with the 
highest quality construction and public amenities would be approved first. What ensued was a 
“beauty contest” that resulted in the construction of eight major office complexes and a hotel that 
included open spaces, public art and other “community-oriented facilities to satisfy the 
pedestrian-oriented design criteria of the Bethesda plan” (Sprawl Watch Clearinghouse 2003).  
The Bethesda Urban District also secured funds to redesign and redevelop the “downtown 
streetscape.”  
 
The City of Olean, NY, has enacted incentive zoning to “assist the City in implementing the 
specific physical, cultural, economic development and social policies of the Comprehensive 
Development Plan of the City of Olean” (New York 2001, 56).  Incentives that may be granted 
include increases in building density, use changes, increases in lot coverage, setback or height 
changes, increases in floor area, and modifications of parking requirements where shared or joint 
use parking is practical and the necessary agreements have been reached. 
 
Incentives for amenities can be offered in industrial and city center use districts that enhance or 
produce public spaces or a sense of place. Incentives are granted when developers offer an 
acceptable amenity to the City in exchange. Acceptable amenities may include passive and active 
open space and related improvements; parks and plazas; parking or road improvements for use 
by the general public; cultural, visitor or historic facilities; or building or facade improvements in 
accordance with guidelines adopted by the municipality (New York 2001).  
 
Prescribe standards for the design, height, and size of cellular communication facilities. As 
information technology becomes more advanced and the demand for better and increased service 
expands, communities will face challenges in locating cellular communication towers. 
Furthermore, even if people wanted to actively eliminate these facilities from their community, 
the Telecommunications Act of 1996 (Pub. Law 104, 110 Stat. 56) makes doing so very difficult, 
if not impossible.  Included in the act are provisions that prohibit local ordinances from denying, 
delaying, and discriminating against wireless providers.  However, to bypass these limitations, 
Scenic America (2000c) proposes a number of recommendations. First, a community can restrict 
the types and heights of wireless facilities in certain zoning districts.  This will avoid denial 
claims and will spatially limit the location of tower construction.  Second, a community can limit 
tower heights to not more than 10 to 20 feet above other community features, such as trees or 
buildings, to mitigate the negative aesthetic impacts of these facilities on the viewshed. Third, a 
community can impose setbacks of at least 150 percent of the tower’s height. This forces 
wireless companies to seek out larger parcels (usually on the margins of a community) or to 
invest in better, newer technology that allows for smaller towers. (For a specific example of a 
cell phone tower ordinance, see Kreins et al. 1997.) 
 
Prescribe standards for billboards and signs. Billboard and sign controls should also be 
considered when establishing a unique sense of place, to protect against visual clutter and 
unattractiveness.  
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The first and most essential step in reducing billboard clutter in a community is 
enacting a partial or total ban on the erection of new billboards.  Not only will 
this keep billboards of new roads, it will reduce the number of billboards in other 
areas as existing signs are taken down to make way for expanded development or 
when signs are destroyed by storms and other similar occurrences.  A ban on new 
billboards may also encourage outdoor advertising companies to agree to take 
down older signs that are considered objectionable by the community in return 
for being allowed to erect a limited number of new signs (Floyd 2000, 363). 

 
Several types of signs can be regulated. Portable, wall, hanging, pole, banner, and historic signs 
make up the majority of current signs. There are two approaches to regulating portable signs. 
One is to prohibit them outright, as many communities do. The second is to allow portable signs 
for temporary display only, such as for sales or grand openings. A specific time limit, such as 30 
days, should be codified.  
 
Wall signs should be limited in proportion to the size of the building and not exceed a certain 
maximum size. For example, a typical sign ordinance might allow wall signs up to 150 square 
feet or 15 percent of the frontal area, whichever is smaller. Also, wall signs should not obscure 
windows or other key architectural details. Some cities permit one hanging or projecting sign 
mounted at a right angle to the building. In general, projecting signs should be limited in size, 
and the ordinance should require that the sign be constructed of materials appropriate to the 
building (McMahon 1996). 
 
Effective sign control ordinances commonly limit a business to one freestanding pole sign with a 
maximum height of 12 to 15 feet (McMahon 1996). In addition, communities can limit the 
height of flagpoles and the size of flags and all non-official flags, such as the McDonald’s flag, 
as signs subject to normal size limitations. Some cities permit signs to be designated as historical 
by the city council or planning commission if the signs meet certain criteria.  In Culver City, CA, 
for example, a sign can be so designated if it is at least a 50-year-old appurtenant graphic (i.e., it 
is an on-premise sign, not a billboard), it is unique and enhances the cultural, historical, or 
aesthetic quality of the city and it is structurally safe (McMahon 1996). 
 
Establish lighting overlay zones to minimize light pollution, glare, light trespass; conserve 
energy and resources while maintaining night-time safety, utility, security and productivity; and 
curtail the degradation of the night time visual environment. Lighting zones can be used to 
restrict the kinds of lights and levels of intensity for any given zone. Zone 1 is an essentially dark 
landscape, such as a national park, area of natural beauty, or residential neighborhood where 
inhabitants have expressed a strong desire that all light trespass be strictly limited. Zone 2 is an 
area of low ambient brightness, typically a suburban or rural residential area. Zone 3 represents 
an area of medium ambient brightness, such as an urban residential area. Areas of high ambient 
brightness are contained in zone 4. Typically, these are urban areas that have both residential and 
commercial uses that have high levels of nighttime activity (International Dark-Sky Association 
2002). A supplementary zone may be designated as a dark sky preserve. These are areas close to 
major active astronomical research facilities that have identified the preservation of the darkest 
nighttime environment as a priority (Rea 2000). Simpler codes with few categories may suffice 
for largely rural areas (See, e.g., City of Cottonwood, Arizona 1999).  Light levels in public 
spaces are strongly associated with users’ comfort levels.  Creating a feeling of comfort and 
safety in public spaces is paramount. One to five foot candles using horizontal light levels or 0.5 
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to 0.8 foot candles for vertical light levels are needed for public comfort and safety (IES 2000). 
Within each zone, the total amount of light emitted (lumens), light shielding, and the type of 
lamps allowed can be restricted per parcel, per acre, or both depending on the land use that the 
lighting zone overlays (City of Flagstaff, Arizona 2002). 
 
Lighting codes have a preference for low-pressure sodium (LPS) lighting. Other issues to 
consider are curfews for parking lot lights, lit signs, and lamp angles. Examples are available in 
the Outdoor Lighting Handbook (International Dark-Sky Association 2002) and the City of 
Tucson/Pima County Outdoor Lighting Code (City of Tucson, Arizona 1994). 
 
Establish noise controls to minimize the degradation of community character and to safeguard 
resident health and welfare.  In 1972 Congress recognized excessive noise as a threat to the 
public's safety and welfare and passed the Noise Control Act “that it is the policy of the United 
States to promote an environment for all Americans free from noise that jeopardizes their health 
and welfare” (Public Law 92-574, Oct. 27, 1972; 86 Stat. 1234; 42 USC 4901 et seq.; Amended 
by PL 94-301, May 31, 1976; PL 95-609, Nov. 8, 1978; PL 100-418, Aug. 23, 1988). This act 
addresses the need to maintain uniformity when treating sources of noise within commerce at the 
national level. The act further assigns state and local governments with the primary responsibility 
of managing their noise issues. These governments have responded by developing a diverse set 
of tools to reduce the deleterious effects of noise. Included are such things as nuisance 
ordinances, state enabling legislation for noise control, and model noise ordinances (Zwerling et 
al 1997). Localities must weigh the pros and cons of these tools. Nuisance ordinances are the 
most flexible to administer, as police officers are allowed to use their discretion to determine if a 
noise constitutes a nuisance.   
 
This same subjectivity, however, makes them the least legally defensible (Zwerling et al 1997).  
In 2002, an Ohio court ruled Columbus’s noise ordinance unconstitutional, saying its definition 
was vague and its application throughout the city was inconsistent (Ferenchik and Hoholik 
2003). State enabled noise controls and model noise ordinances are types of performance codes 
that may be adopted to establish maximum acceptable noise levels.  These tools are less flexible 
than nuisance ordinances and require testing equipment to measure noise levels, but the fact that 
episodes are measured makes them more legally defensible (Zwerling et al 1997). The City of 
Madison establishes a 50-foot distance from which to measure noise levels from properties or 
right-of-ways and sources of noise on public property. Beyond this distance, amounts of noise 
are limited based on zoning district and also by time of day. For example, zoning districts R1 
through R4L, Agriculture Conservancy and Office Residence districts are restricted to 70 
decibels between the times of 7 p.m. and 7 a.m. and to 75 decibels from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. (24.08 
City of Madison General Ordinances). 
 
In addition to zoning ordinances, design standards aid in creating vibrant public spaces that are 
not only used and remembered, but also contribute to sense of place (Hester 2002a). Along with 
existing zoning requirements, design standards often limit the ways in which properties can be 
developed. Specifically, they address issues such as building materials, color palettes, signage, 
landscaping, lighting, and the like. The standards and guidelines created by local government 
must strike a balance between achieving the goals articulated by the community and placing an 
undue financial burden on a developer (Hester 2002a). Design standards govern how building 
alterations and changes to the areas inside and around a historic district proceed (Bowsher 1980, 
9).  Design standards can also preserve or create a distinctive form or style in a community such 
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as could be found in a Chinatown or, more locally applicable, a community with German or 
Norwegian heritage. 
 
Design a public space that enhances local programs and activities. Select and design street 
furniture to meet users’ needs. The City of Richmond, VA, drafted a Walkable Community 
Strategy document that was recognized by the 2001 Transportation Association of Canada’s 
Sustainable Urban Transportation Award. This is the result of the City’s attempts to provide a 
“walkable community that considers walking a valid, convenient and safe transportation choice 
and a vital component of all other mode choices, including transit and vehicles” (Transportation 
Association of Canada 2003). Transportation Association of Canada (2003) posits that “well-
designed urban environments are enhanced by urban design elements and carefully placed street 
furniture such as benches, bus shelters, trash receptacles and water fountains. Street furniture will 
be brightly coloured [sic] and grouped together to improve visibility and maintain a minimum 
standard of clearance.” 
 
The Walkable Community Strategy ensures that pedestrians are considered in every project and 
that the components of the strategy are consistent and mutually reinforcing. The concepts from 
this plan are being integrated into existing complementary initiatives that involve both 
pedestrians and environmental activities (Transportation Association of Canada 2003). 
 
Franklin Street Park, Cambridge, MA, is a house-lot size park that is currently unused and 
uninviting because of a concrete paved area. The goal is to transform the park into a “small urban 
oasis in a densely populated neighborhood.” (City of Cambridge, Massachusetts 2002, 1) Other 
plans include providing for active use, including for children. Lighting improvements, tree 
pruning, park regulatory signs, and the installation of an emergency call box contribute to the 
goal of improving safety and encouraging positive activities and behavior. Another goal includes 
making all park area and furniture wheelchair accessible (City of Cambridge, Massachusetts 
2002). 
 
Implement minimum requirements for the landscaping of foundations, developed lots, street 
frontages, paved areas, and buffer yards based on a point system and design standards. 
Conserve existing tree stock by providing additional designations for trees with high value.  New 
commercial and residential development should require vegetation to create an aesthetically 
pleasing environment. A point system that is easy to understand and score allows for a high 
degree of flexibility in selecting trees and shrubs and can serve as a tool to direct planting of 
vegetation. The scheme is based upon the zoning district, the type of land use, and the size of the 
development. Points are awarded to developers for including certain species types that are most 
appropriate to the land use or the community. These points go toward a mandatory quote that 
developers must meet in order to be able to develop the property. 
 
Tree type, species, tall, medium, height and tree and shrub distinctions should be included in a 
vegetation matrix with corresponding points weighed upon each tree’s contribution to the urban 
forest. Climax, deciduous, and native tree species should be given the most points because they 
contribute the most to urban vegetation.  Climax is describing the most mature state of forest 
succession.  Each type of tree contributes differently, in terms of points, to scoring the urban 
forest.  In each zoning district, the number of points should be specified for each type of land 
use. The size of the development and required opacity values for buffer vegetation for each 
zoning district should also be taken into consideration when forming an urban vegetation 
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ordinance. This best practice draws upon information from the City of Edgerton, WI’s Zoning 
Ordinance §22.600 (City of Edgerton, Wisconsin 2003). 
 
Requiring landscaping in new developments is important, but preserving existing trees is equally 
important. An effective way to accomplish this goal is to establish landmark and heritage tree 
designations that provide significant trees with extra protections from development threats. 
Landmark trees are those that have particular value in an area and are of a certain age or width 
such that the character of the area would be changed if the tree were to be removed. Heritage 
trees are those landmark trees that are over one hundred years old or have had their population 
severely limited because of disease or infestation (City of San Antonio, Texas 2003; City of 
Pasadena, California 2002). Requiring developers to submit a tree inventory can help 
municipalities and developers take stock of the existing trees on the property and help prevent 
mistakes that may compromise tree health (Duerksen and Richman 1993). 
 
Tree ordinances should not stop at private property lines. Municipalities need effective street tree 
ordinances for the public right of way. Where possible, trees should be placed between sidewalks 
and private yards, to allow 4 inches minimum between the tree and the impervious surface.  
Medians greater than 25 feet in width can support more than two rows of trees, but 40- foot 
medians are optimal for more than two rows of trees. Staggering a double row is helpful to give 
trees room to grow.  Parking lot plantings requires minimum planter widths of 10 feet (Georgia 
Forestry Commission 2002).  Street tree plantings must also allow for overhead cables, 
underground infrastructure, proximity to driveways and intersections, routine tree maintenance 
and monitoring the effectiveness of the standards such as opacity of buffers, shading, and canopy 
cover.  
 
Lastly, subdivision regulations are commonly used to control how land is divided and the ways 
in which structures are placed on the land, are yet another way that communities maintain their 
sense of place. “Once land is divided into streets, blocks, and lots and is publicly recorded, the 
pattern for development is set for years to come and is difficult to change” (Morris 1998, 3). 
Subdivision regulations have long been used to address infrastructure needs; however, they are 
increasingly being used to safeguard sense of place by conserving historic and cultural resources, 
public space, and imposing aesthetic controls. 
 
Require dedication of public spaces.  Communities can require developers to set aside a portion 
of their land for public space uses or make payments in lieu of dedication.  In Normal, IL, for 
every expected increase in population of 1000 persons, the development is required to dedicate 
five acres of public space (Illinois 2002).  Payments in lieu of dedication are typically based on 
the number of dwelling units built for residential projects or fair market valuations (Illinois 
2002). Some municipalities may favor such payments over land dedication because they allow 
greater control over the public spaces that are ultimately built or provided (Akin 1999).  
 
A project in North Carolina involving 32 dwelling units built on 55 acres required that the 
developer set aside 12 acres as public space. The developer had the option to make payments in 
lieu of open space dedication of $455 per dwelling unit (Shapard 2002).  In this project the 
homes were expected to sell for an average of $150,000 each; in sales alone the developer stood 
to make $4.8 million in revenue. Hypothetically, if the developer made payments in lieu of 
dedication for each of the 32 units, it would only amount to $14,560 or not even 1 percent of the 
expected revenue from sales.  
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OPEN SPACE AND ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 
 
 
Introduction 
 
Notions of open space vary by context. In urban environments, we construct social and 
recreation spaces that may be entirely paved but filled with sculptures, fountains, or other human 
creations. At the edges of regional communities, we may protect land from development to 
preserve significant cultural or natural features or ecological integrity. Open spaces may provide 
borders around communities, buffers between developed areas, or add to the fabric of urban 
landscapes. They can serve as gathering places or places of recreation.  Woodlands, prairie, 
wetlands, or any sort of ground cover can mitigate the dangers of runoff and floods or supply 
habitat for wildlife. Buffered trails and streams are corridors for wildlife movement and 
migration as well as paths for hiking and canoeing.  Open space enhances the value of the land 
around it as well as enhancing the quality of the lives for community residents. 
 
To maximize the economic, environmental, and social value of open space and to preserve 
functioning ecological systems, one must identify critical environmental resources and the best 
methods for assimilating them into plans for continuing development. Several methods to 
preserve resources stand out such as protecting wildlife corridors and habitat, preserving 
traditional agricultural land, establishing urban agriculture, creating parks, and cultivating urban 
trees and building conservation subdivisions. 
 
The preservation of environmentally sensitive areas, habitats, and green space corridors permits 
ecosystems to operate and even thrive in close proximity to humans. When communities protect 
natural areas, the landscape retains the ability to clean the air and water, absorb and dissipate 
heat, prevent flooding, and reduce erosion.  Farmland protection serves many purposes beyond 
food production, because it too provides many of the advantages associated with other forms of 
open space. Though usually associated solely with food production, farmland can provide society 
with a myriad of other benefits, including erosion control, aesthetic amenities, and increased 
property value. The benefits of farmland should be considered when deciding what open spaces 
to protect and what protection strategies should be employed. 
 
Similarly, urban agriculture, defined as producing, processing, and marketing agricultural 
products on urban and peri-urban land and water, creates open spaces within cities (Roseland 
1998).  Intensive agricultural practices are often used to maximize yields from the limited urban 
land areas available. Urban agriculture comes in many forms, including backyard plots and 
rooftop gardens, community gardens, greenhouses, and farms on the city fringe.   
 
Another open space option is the creation of a system of urban parks, which satisfy various 
needs. The word “park” historically connotes a “peaceful, tranquil, beautiful space that people 
are attracted to intrinsically” (Springgate 2003). Urban parks offer opportunities where city 
residents can experience nature. When planned effectively, urban parks are key components of 
interconnected “open space systems” (Kent and Madden 1998). Urban parks are created to 
restore and protect natural systems and provide social and cultural exchange opportunities. 
Economic activities, such as farmers’ markets, physical activities, such as skating rinks or 
jogging paths, and cultural activities, such as art and community events, often are held in urban 
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parks. Centrally located urban parks, in forms of town squares, plazas, and green malls, have 
been established to fulfill fundamental social functions. 
 
Conservation development, while less traditional, is the most intricate way of integrating open 
space into the built environment. Conservation development is characterized by compact lot size, 
common open space, and the preservation of landscape features. Although most commonly used 
with residential development (cluster subdivisions) in suburban and exurban settings, 
conservation development also has potential for industrial and commercial uses. Residential 
conservation developments are often found on the urban-rural fringe and may be effective in 
mitigating urban-rural conflict (Arendt 1996). 
 
Conservation development is viewed as an alternative to conventional residential development 
because of its environmental, economic, and social benefits. Conservation development may 
reduce infrastructure costs to municipalities because of denser development, and because 
stormwater and sewage are often treated in the open space. Positioning of residential clusters can 
protect wetlands, streams, and ponds, as well as locally unique or fragile ecosystems and 
habitats. The open space often commonly held in a conservation development also provides 
social benefits by serving as an area for neighbors to meet, socialize, and engage in recreational 
activities. 
 
 
Justifications 
 
Greenspaces provide a range of tangible benefits, such as mitigating air and water pollution, 
providing opportunities for recreation, and fostering cohesive neighborhoods.  As part of a 
broader urban agenda, investing in open space can serve as an anchor for neighborhood 
revitalization and building healthy communities (The Trust for Public Land 2003). 
 
 
Economic Justifications 
 
Each open space category provides a number of economic benefits to the people who inhabit the 
land.  Benefits such as property value enhancement, economic development, and regional self-
sufficiency result from open space preservation in its many forms. 
 
High-quality ecological zones add value to surrounding real estate, as residents enjoy being 
surrounded by the living landscape and will pay to live in proximity to compelling recreational 
opportunities (Maryland Department of Planning [MOP] 1995). In addition, high-quality habitat 
is economically useful because it mitigates the damaging effects of flooding.  For example, the 
Illinois State Water Survey found that “for every one percent increase in protected wetlands 
along a stream corridor, peak stream flows decreased by 3.7 percent,” greatly diminishing the 
severity of floods (Lerner and Poole 1999). 
 
Likewise, farmland increases surrounding residential property values. Farmland’s undeveloped 
landscape is an attractive asset for many homeowners searching for peace, wildlife, and aesthetic 
quality. According to a study done in Howard County, MD, “permanent” open space increases 
nearby residential land values over three times as much as an equivalent amount of 
“developable” open space (Geoghegan 2002). 
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Greenways also contribute to a community’s quality of life, which can translate into economic 
development gains. Recreational opportunities and the presence of a greenway system can be 
factors in business location decisions. “Reichold Chemical Company…brought 500 jobs to 
Research Triangle Park in Raleigh-Durham, North Carolina, and Caterpillar, Inc., located in 
Morgantown, North Carolina, after a 20-city search…Both companies cited the presence of 
greenways as decisive factors in the location decision” (Lerner and Poole 1999, 15). 
 
Farms are the most lucrative form of open space, providing economic benefits without much 
regulation. Farmland benefits the economy most significantly by contributing to a municipality’s 
tax base without demanding as many services as residential development.  In rural areas, police 
and fire services are virtually non-existent and demands on school resources are very low. A cost 
of community services study in Marshall Township, MI, performed by the American Farmland 
Trust found that “for every $1 in revenue generated by residential development… $1.47 was 
required in public services. For every $1 generated by farms and open land in that township, only 
27 cents was required for associated services.” (American Farmland Trust 2003). 
 
Urban agriculture also provides economic development opportunities for a community because it 
can offer job training and skill enhancement in horticulture, landscaping and other related fields. 
Benefits to this training can include opportunities for building self-esteem, strengthening 
confidence in creativity and capabilities, and fostering independence (Spence 2001). Increased 
skill levels can lead to more job options for community residents, thereby strengthening the 
community economically. 
 
In addition, gardening inputs are inexpensive and the agricultural output is highly valuable and 
cost-effective which makes urban agriculture a viable approach for addressing urban poverty 
(Hanna and Oh 2000). One study estimated a savings as much as $250 in food costs per season 
for each community gardener (Armstrong 2000, 319). Urban agriculture can also help 
households become more food secure. As a result, money typically spent on produce in grocery 
stores can be diverted from a household’s monthly food bill and spent elsewhere. 
 
Urban parks can also generate opportunities for entrepreneurial activities and economic 
development. For example, the existence of concession stands in urban parks can cater to people 
accustomed to the conveniences of urban living. The recreational retail industry also benefits 
from urban parks through the sale, rental, and repair of equipment. As an example, the 
“Minuteman Bikeway has fostered the development of several new businesses, including snack 
bars and a bicycle repair shop” (The Trust for Public Land 2003). 
 
On a larger scale, agriculture contributes tremendously to local economies, allowing a region to 
be more self-sufficient. Certainly, farming has lost some of its importance over the last century 
as fewer people are employed in the agricultural industry while agribusiness has taken on a 
larger portion of the industry; nevertheless, agriculture is still an important economic sector 
(Daniels and Bowers 1997). According to the Wisconsin Farm Bureau, farming employs over 
500,000 people in Wisconsin and generates nearly $40 billion annually for the Wisconsin 
economy (Wisconsin Farm Bureau Federation 2003). 
 
Recreational open spaces are also important revenue generators for local and national economies. 
According to a study conducted by KPMG Peat Marwick (2003), “the total economic impact for 
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the outdoor recreation industry is estimated to have been approximately $40 billion in 1996, 
accounting for 768,000 full-time jobs and over $13 billion in annual wages.”  
 
 
Environmental Justifications 
 
The protection of open space provides a large number of environmental benefits.  Benefits such 
as stormwater management, erosion control, pollution management, and wildlife and indigenous 
plant habitat protection arise when open spaces are protected. Protecting a variety of habitats, 
particularly those that are in the shortest supply, including native vegetation, provides multiple 
environmental benefits (MOP 1995). 
 
Woodland areas, prairie expanses, streams with naturally constituted riparian buffers, and 
wetlands all control stormwater. For example, the spongy soils and smooth topography of 
wetlands permit vast storage capacity for floodwaters, thereby protecting adjacent areas from 
damage (National Resources Defense Council [NRDC] 2003). In addition to controlling 
stormwater, densely vegetated areas, particularly woodlands, also return a large percentage of 
precipitation to the atmosphere through evapotranspiration.  The remaining precipitation 
percolates into and through the soil, eventually recharging the groundwater supplies with clean 
water (Dunne and Leopold 1978; NRDC 2003). “The difference between rainfall and runoff is 
largely explained through evapotranspiration. Because of its magnitude and its importance for 
plant growth, this link in the hydrologic cycle is tremendously important to ecology, economic 
activity, and human welfare” (Dunne and Leopold 1978, 126). 
 
Though not typically associated with environmental integrity, farmland can be a valuable asset to 
environmental quality. Human health depends on fresh water, 90 percent of which is stored as 
ground water. Farms, particularly farms with sandy soil, can function as large-scale water 
recharge areas. Unfortunately, inappropriate animal manure and fertilizer use can adversely 
affect water quality.  Improved farm management can reduce fertilizer use and overfeeding of 
animals.  Additionally, maintaining fewer animals per farm can reduce manure levels.  All of 
these improve the groundwater recharge process (Aarts et al. 2000). 
 
Open space areas such as those mentioned above also help to control erosion. Healthy woodlands 
are vital to an effectively operating hydrologic system. “Little rain reaches the soil surface 
directly in densely vegetated areas” and forests maximize precipitation interception, protecting 
soils from the full release of raindrop kinetic energy and preventing erosion and damaging runoff 
(Dunne and Leopold 1978, 83). Leaf surfaces, tree branches, tree trunks, undergrowth, and forest 
floor litter combine to shield soils from the potentially damaging effects of precipitation. Prairies 
intercept precipitation almost as efficiently as forested land, protecting the underlying soils far 
more than adjacent agricultural land (Dunne and Leopold 1978). Prairies protect the integrity of 
soils and recharge groundwater, safeguarding those precious resources. 
 
Open space also provides pollution control mechanisms.  These functioning habitats can also 
reduce wind and temperature extremes, and mitigates the heat island effect, a phenomenon in 
which the hard impervious surfaces of cities absorb heat and light energy and significantly 
increase temperatures (Thibault 1997). The healthy vegetation of these ecosystems can reduce 
the volume of carbon dioxide produced in areas of heavy human activity, replacing the 
greenhouse gas with oxygen. Wetlands also have an enormous ability to filter runoff, absorbing 
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excess nutrients and preventing toxic pollutants from infiltrating streams, lakes, and groundwater 
(MOP 1995). Well-vegetated riparian zones remove nutrients and other pollutants that would 
flow directly to the water body. A riparian forest in Maryland removed 89 percent of nitrogen 
runoff that would have otherwise flowed into a river (Thibault 1997, 38). These buffers serve to 
protect water resources: 
 

Rainfall in urban areas washes pesticides and fertilizers from lawns and oil, 
antifreeze, gasoline, salt and sand from parking lots and roads, creating polluted 
runoff that flows into nearby water bodies. Although runoff is generally absent in 
forested watersheds, in heavily paved urban areas, as much as 85 percent of all 
precipitation can enter nearby water systems in the form of polluted runoff. 
Because soils filter out many types of contaminants and vegetation slows the flow 
of water, open space buffers along rivers and waterfronts significantly reduce 
runoff into urban fresh water and marine systems (The Trust for Public Land 
2003). 

 
In urban environments, numerous reasons exist for preserving and planting trees. One major 
contribution of trees is their role in mitigating the “heat island effect” experienced in urban areas.  
A study by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) found that urban areas with few 
trees and little vegetation experience temperatures up to seven degrees higher than areas with 
denser vegetation (Duerksen and Richman 1993). Therefore, tree conservation can result in 
significant savings in summer energy cooling bills. 
 
Trees and other vegetation in urban greenspaces are also critical to the improvement and control 
of urban air quality. Tree leaves significantly reduce ozone and sulfur dioxide levels. "For 
example, to take up the 462,000 tons of sulfur dioxide released annually in St. Louis, Missouri, it 
would require 50 million trees. These would occupy about 5 per cent of the city's land area” 
(Hough 1995, 265).  The presence of trees will also result in a reduction of stormwater 
runoff. Used in this manner, the U.S. EPA lists vegetation buffers as a cost-effective pollution 
control tool (Duerksen and Richman 1993). 
 
Open space areas can also support native and migrating wildlife populations. Woods and forests 
offer the necessary cover for larger species of mammals to live in close proximity to human 
settlements and also offer safety for many bird species. Many migrating birds rely on sizeable, 
high-quality woodland ecosystems to rest and feed during long journeys (Duncan et al. 2002). 
Deciduous forests, oak savannahs, and coniferous forests supply critical wildlife habitats for their 
respective ecosystems (Linehan et al. 1995). Prairies are unique ecosystems that provide some 
degree of each of the benefits of woodlands. Prairies provide cover for most species, migratory 
habitat for many birds, and an ideal home for a large variety of plants and animals adapted 
specifically to the prairie environment (Duncan et al. 2002). Wetlands also provide critical and 
unique habitats with systems of specifically adapted flora and fauna and perform distinct and 
vital hydrologic functions. Many native and migratory birds require wetland environments to 
survive (Duncan et al. 2002).  
 
Riparian zones are rich with life and supply conduits through which biomass, nutrients, and 
energy can flow from one patch of habitat to another (Ndubisi et al. 1995). They need not be 
made up exclusively of stream lands, but can consist simply of “protected linear corridors” 
through which wildlife may pass (Linehan et al. 1995). These corridors can help combat habitat 
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fragmentation, which threatens biological diversity and is the primary cause of species extinction 
around the world. Setting up greenways that link critical patches of habitat is an opportunity to 
counter the threat to diversity, provide a wide range of species with adequate space without vast 
acreage, and reestablish species that may have previously been extinct from a region (Linehan et 
al. 1995). Other environmentally sensitive lands such as steep slopes can provide opportunities to 
connect critical habitat.  Protecting areas with steep slopes simultaneously extends the greenway 
and protects the area from erosion (Ndubisi et al. 1995). 
 
The ecological processes of connecting reserves by wildlife corridors should be studied to 
maximize the “dynamic relationship between landscape configuration and ecological function” 
(Linehan et al. 1995, 181). Streams with intact riparian buffers not only provide aquatic habitats 
and critical areas where the land meets the water, but they also have the potential to be wildlife 
boulevards from one patch of quality habitat to another. Greenway corridors can be composed of 
any of the habitat types already discussed, but the most obvious and consistently beneficial type 
of greenway is along waterways.  Streams carry the critical resource of water, upon which all 
terrestrial wildlife depends. Riparian areas along stream banks can be as narrow as thirty meters 
(or even half that in small segments) and still have enormous benefits to wildlife (Thibault 1997). 
 
Although not as valuable as ecologically protected greenway corridors, farmland can provide 
habitat for native plant and animal species, most abundantly at fencerows and along the edges of 
farm fields (Freemark et al. 2002). Farmland edges are typically free of crops, but they are only 
available in small-scale agricultural systems because large-scale farming techniques reduce 
fencerows and edges where native species can survive. Farming practices must be held to strict 
standards for fencerows and edges to provide suitable habitat. Herbicide applications should be 
confined to cropland, and livestock should not be allowed to trample native plants on the edges 
of farmland (Freemark et al. 2002). 
 
Farmland is also valuable because it can provide habitat continuity through greenspace corridors. 
For wildlife, ideal habitat conditions would be natural landscapes, free of human interference; 
however, farms offer far better habitat than do residential, commercial, and industrial 
developments. In particular, farm fencerows provide vegetative buffers that allow wildlife to 
move safely and freely from farm fields to outlying woods and prairies (Wegner and Merriam 
1979). 
 
Not all wildlife, however, lives in greenspaces and corridors. In cities, many animals depend on 
urban trees. A Colorado study showed that, while 70 percent of the state’s wildlife depended on 
urban trees and shrubs for their homes, vegetation constituted only 3 percent of the state’s land 
area (Duerksen 1993, 14). The preservation of these trees is therefore critical to the survival of 
many birds and small mammals. 
 
Habitat fragmentation can be decreased by including open spaces in new development, 
especially those along the urban-rural fringe.  Continuous stretches of wildlife habitat are critical 
to certain species, and creating open spaces in new developments has been linked to sustainable 
populations of native species. In the developed parts of a cluster or conservation subdivision, 
much of the natural landscape is unscathed by traditional residential development, creating a 
more hospitable environment for existing wildlife (Theobald et al. 1997). 
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Social Justifications 
 
Open space in cities helps hold human communities together, providing people with a sense of 
place and identity. Benefits such as physical and mental health, equity of access and social 
capital, natural and cultural heritage education, and rural character arise when open spaces are 
protected. 
 
Unique geological features may provide wildlife habitat and patches of habitat may form 
significant greenways for wildlife, but they also serve as walking and hiking trails, providing a 
community with recreational opportunities.  Stream land corridors also make excellent water or 
terrestrial trails offering citizens fishing, paddling, or hiking prospects, all of which provide 
opportunities for physical activity and enhanced health. 
 
Urban agriculture similarly enhances the physical health of participating citizens. First, those 
who take part in the physical labor associated with cultivation reap the benefits of physical 
activity.  Gardening is ranked as a moderate to heavy intensity activity.  Second, urban gardeners 
tend to consume more vegetables, which also contributes to a healthier population. One study 
found that "of those families and individuals who participated in garden projects, 89 percent ate 
more fresh vegetables than usual, 96 percent planned to eat more fresh vegetables all year round, 
and 79 percent learned a new way to prepare fresh vegetables" (Sullivan 1999, 1). Urban 
agriculture can provide a foundation for building healthy habits. 
 
In addition to the physical benefits associated with urban gardening, studies have found that 
exposure to green spaces can help alleviate mental fatigue and simultaneously increase attention 
spans (Kuo 2001). Many people have felt the rejuvenating effect of nature at some point in their 
lives. The psychological benefits of urban agriculture may help alleviate some of the stress 
associated with living in the dense, often concrete-dominated environments of central cities. 
 
Setting aside open space sites representative of a region’s natural or geological heritage, such as 
the Ice Age Trail or the Riverwalk in San Antonio, Texas, adds to a community’s capital because 
these localities become destinations for the community.  Areas of distinct local character also 
present educational and cultural opportunities to foster a sense of place.  Setting aside areas of 
particular ecological diversity can result community pride that is shared by local citizens (MOP 
1995). 
 
Similarly, the social benefits of urban agriculture are numerous and diverse. Community gardens 
have been found to foster collaboration among race, class, and generational groups (Schukoske 
2000). Studies have also shown that as citizens increase their social activity within the 
community, building social capital, community image and pride improve (Spence 2001).  
 
Urban parks benefit citizens by providing places to recreate. In fact, recreation is typically the 
primary use of public open spaces (Hough 1995). Historically, urban parks had been defined to 
mean an area “that provides space for specific recreation activities. Quite often this space is set 
aside for organized, scheduled recreation that can only be utilized by designated users at certain 
times of the day, week or year” including special recreation interests such as “softball, soccer, 
baseball, recreation centers, basketball, skateboard, tennis” (Springgate 2003). The careful siting 
of urban parks is critical to providing equal opportunities for recreation that cross socioeconomic 
boundaries.  Before urban parks were common occurrence in urbanized areas, the “urban poor 
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and ethnic groups [were] without access to the countryside” where open space for recreation was 
abundant (Hough 1995, 14). 
 
Environmentally sensitive areas may include sites of scientific, historical, or cultural significance 
that can be integrated into a network of connected habitat patches. The Ice Age National Scenic 
Trail, with its connected scientific reserves, plays that role throughout the State of Wisconsin 
(Ice Age Park & Trail Foundation 2003). Greenways such as those of the Ice Age National 
Scenic Trail offer urban residents superb aesthetic amenities.  Their status as wildlife corridors 
and migration routes can provide exciting bird and wildlife viewing and add to the natural beauty 
of the surroundings (Thibault 1997). 
 
Farming and farmland also have great social importance, most notably for their rural character 
and natural heritage. Farming practices have changed significantly over the last century from 
small, diversified operations to agribusiness, but the rural character that farmland affords an area 
remains significant.  People generally associate farms with rural landscapes, but a New England 
study found that farmland itself, more than any other factor (e.g., historic homes and other 
buildings), connotes a rural landscape (Ryan 2002). Not surprisingly, the study also found that 
the farm’s place in the rural landscape important to new residents as well as farmers. 
 
 
Best Practices  
 
Protecting wildlife habitat and agricultural land and developing urban agriculture, urban parks, 
and conservation subdivisions helps to preserve many types of open space. Each of these 
strategies has been pursued in various jurisdictions around the United States to achieve multiple 
goals. Some communities have implemented these strategies to achieve optimal open space 
preservation. The following describes implementation strategies that have had the greatest 
benefit. 
 
Zone land specifically for agricultural use.  One way to maintain open space in rural areas is to 
zone open spaces for agriculture.  As discussed earlier, farmland provides benefits to the 
economy and the environment that traditional development cannot match.  Lancaster County, 
PA, has one of the premier farmland protection programs in the United States.   The county has 
differentiated between farmland protection and open space protection using the concept of the 
“working landscape: recognizing that farmland provides its owners with a living, while ordinary 
open space does not.  The greatest challenge in farmland protection is ensuring that landowners 
are able to profit from their land.  Lancaster County was recognized by U.S. News and World 
Report as one of the ten booming areas of the United States. However, 54 percent of the county 
is rated prime farmland and two-thirds of the county is currently in farm use (Daniels 2000, 265).  
Farmland protection, therefore, has succeeded despite extraordinary growth pressures.  One of 
the key factors in farmland protection is preserving a critical mass of farmland against 
encroaching development by preventing fragmented ownership patterns.  Agricultural zoning 
separates the working landscape from potential conflicts with residential and commercial 
development, which could lead to lawsuits and cessation of farming in certain areas. Lancaster 
County prevented this conflict through strict agricultural zoning, providing temporary protection 
and grants the time necessary to implement permanent solutions. Thirty-nine of Lancaster’s 41 
townships have agricultural zoning, which includes requirements for minimum lot sizes scaled to 
agricultural operations to prevent the subdivision of operable farms. (Daniels and Bowers 1997).   
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List community gardens as a permitted use.  Zoning for community gardens is an important step 
for communities to increase urban agricultural activity in their municipalities. The best way to 
encourage and maintain a strong local community garden network is to list community gardens 
as a permitted use in the zoning ordinance. This approach has been taken in San Francisco, CA, 
Eugene, OR, and Portland, OR (City of Portland, Oregon 2003). When community gardens are 
listed as a permitted use, the city's support for community gardens is clear and strong (Felsing 
2001). 
 
Since its inception in 1975, Portland, Oregon’s community gardening program has not 
encountered any challenges to their permitted use status that is granted in Portland's zoning code 
(Felsing 2002). The program has developed twenty-five sites around the city that have programs 
for youth, the elderly, and disabled citizens. A strong environmental ethic is also a core 
component of the program. Other municipalities may also find it helpful to clearly state their 
position on encouraging community gardens in their comprehensive plan or as a community 
development block grant program (See, e.g., City of Madison). This gives further stability to 
both current and future community gardens. 
 
Require subdividers to set aside substantial shared open space within developments. Requiring 
developers to build on smaller individual lots and to set aside through permanent covenants the 
remaining land in a subdivision brings a variety of benefits to future residents.  This practice is 
known as the conservation subdivision.  A smart growth conservation subdivision is “a housing 
development in a rural setting that is characterized by compact lots and common open space, and 
where the natural features of land are maintained to the greatest extent possible” (Ohm 2000, 5). 
 
Prairie Crossing, forty miles northwest of Chicago, is one of the country’s best-known 
conservation subdivisions. With 362 home sites on 677 acres, the development encapsulates 
many of the ideals of the conservation development movement, the most important of which is 
open space preservation. The subdivision is laid out in a manner that protects and enhances the 
environment and natural landscape. Small residential lots are clustered in communities to allow 
roughly 80 percent of the entire development to be open space (Prairie Crossing 2003).  
 
Besides focusing on the open space aspect of conservation development, Prairie Crossing strives 
to maintain a diverse socioeconomic profile of residents that contributes to the development’s 
community sentiment. The development offers a range of housing prices and styles.  Design of 
the houses within the development follows rural and Midwestern architectural tradition to reflect 
a connection to surrounding areas. Old farm structures from the land’s previous uses have been 
retained and restored as a way to connect the community with its roots. A community charter 
school that focuses on the natural environment has also been created.  
 
Strategically set aside parklands to optimize social and environmental gain.  The City of 
Bellevue, WA, has found that the development of an open space network interlaced with urban 
parks and an independent recreational system is optimal. “The park and open space system 
should preserve riparian corridors, urban forests, viewpoints, waterfront, wetlands, farmlands, 
historic sites, and community landmarks, while concurrently providing flexible and accessible 
recreation space. Ideally, these vital natural spaces should be connected via trails, parkways, and 
open space corridors and become the backbone of an enlightened park system. The recreation 
system is more geographically dispersed, demand based, and eclectic. Responsibility for meeting 
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this recreation demand is shared with school districts, private clubs, community organizations 
and a host of non profit agencies,” (Springgate 2003).  The shared responsibility of meeting 
community recreation needs helps build social capital. 
 
Employ transfer of development rights, tax increment finance districts, and tax credits to 
assemble environmentally sensitive areas; employ overlay zoning powers to protect targeted 
parcels.  Many states have funding available for the establishment of greenways that can be 
tapped by ambitious localities. Although most developed or developing communities face the 
additional challenge of rising and already high land values, several land use tools may be used to 
establish open space. Platt (2000) suggests using municipal zoning powers to set aside a habitat 
conservation floodway to preserve wetlands and prevent flood damage.  Transfer of development 
rights (TDR) can be used to carefully integrate open space and development planning.  Cities 
may grant either property or income tax credits to landowners who donate open space and the 
federal government also has a program that rewards the donation of permanent open space. 
Leasing and tax incremental financing (TIF) are tactics that municipalities can employ to build 
greenways through urban revitalization districts. Cooperation with private groups such as 
neighborhood associations and non-profit land trusts is also essential (Platt 2000).  
 
These tactics have helped the city of Houston, TX, and the many municipalities along Georgia’s 
Chattahoochee River to create critical and successful greenways. Houston has created a valuable 
amenity, providing wildlife habitat and increased property values, out of the once flood prone 
Sim’s Bayou. The Trust for Public Land directs a multi-jurisdictional effort to build a 180-mile 
greenway from the mountain headwaters of the Chattahoochee River through Atlanta and all the 
way to Columbus, GA, using all of the practices referenced above (Platt 2000). 
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CODE RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 

Introduction 
 
After laying a foundation in the literature review and inventorying the current stock of Dane 
County codes, the code recommendations section provides the next step in helping the County’s 
communities implement the Great Neighborhoods principles outlined by BUILD. Often these 
principles are incompatible with conventional zoning codes that mandate minimum lot sizes, 
large setbacks, wide streets, strict separation of uses and other provisions (Dane County BUILD 
2003). Even public facility standards such as street width and utility placement can be barriers to 
smart development (Transportation and Growth Management 2003). Recognizing the 
impediments that conventional zoning codes place on Smart Growth, this section provides a 
workable means for governmental units to change or modify zoning codes and language.  
 
For each of the eight BUILD principles, guiding suggestions for code language are provided 
under various element headings.  Because of the interrelatedness of these principles, there is 
considerable overlap between suggestions and code elements. To reduce repetition, elements are 
referenced to other sections where necessary. The language has been crafted in such a way as to 
direct communities towards methods to create zoning codes that are based upon smart growth 
objectives.  The elements used as headings here correspond to the ones used in the inventory 
section to facilitate their usage by governmental units. One caveat about the use of these 
recommendations is that there is a wide variability between Dane County municipalities; as such, 
these recommendations must be viewed as the starting point from which communities adapt and 
tailor them to meet their unique circumstances and visions for their futures.  Through the 
adoption of such provisions, Dane County can look forward to a future filled with sensible, 
unique communities growing in truly “smart” ways.     
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1.  COMPACTNESS 
 

BUILD Great Neighborhood Principle 1: Compactness.  Neighborhoods and districts should 
be compact enough to encourage pedestrian activity without excluding automobiles. 

 
Development that spreads, stretches and dots the landscape with inefficient land use and space is a 
defining characteristic of sprawl. Compact development, an alternative to sprawl, makes better and more 
efficient use of existing infrastructure, capacity, and raw materials—creating a wide range of economic, 
social and environmental benefits. Some of these benefits include: reduced parking-related costs, reduced 
traffic congestion, increased economies of agglomeration, improved air and water quality, improved 
public health, reduced energy consumption, and a reduction in transportation inequity. Benefits such as 
these are realized largely through the decrease in distance between transit destinations. In already 
developed areas, infill provides the means by which to achieve compactness. 
 
 
Elements 
 
1.a  Lot Size 
 Permit minimum residential lot sizes of 

4,000 square feet in urban residential 
districts 
 Permit smaller housing types, such as 

townhouses, cottages, and atrium houses, to 
be built on lots of 4,000 square feet or less 
 Permit cottage housing on lots that range 

between 1,500 to 2,500 square feet 
 Specify residential lot size maximums in 

addition to lot size minimums in non-rural 
districts 
 Allow development of non-conforming lots 

in medium and high-density districts  
 
1.b  Lot Coverage 
 Specify minimum Floor Area Ratios (FAR) 

for commercial development: 
• 1:0 to 2:0 minimum FARs for 

downtown districts 
• 0.50 to 1 minimum FARs for 

neighborhood commercial districts 
 Permit higher FARs for buildings that 

incorporate residential units on their upper 
floors 
 Specify maximum impervious surface 

coverage standards for all lots 
 Define maximum impervious surface 

coverage to include driveways, sidewalks, 
and parking spaces 
 Reduce setbacks for residential and 

commercial development in pedestrian, 
transit, and mixed-use areas 

Narrow lot frontages can reduce regional street 
infrastructure requirements. 

Short residential setbacks reduce driveway 
lengths and create a more comfortable 

pedestrian environment. 
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1.c  Density 
 Permit gross residential densities of a 

minimum of 10 to 12 units per acre in urban 
residential districts 
 Permit gross residential densities of 7 to 10 

units per acre for transit nodes 
 Specify minimum density requirements in 

non-rural residential districts 
 Permit zero lot line residential development 

in urban residential districts 
 
1.d  Streets 
 Permit residential streets to be less than 28 

feet 
 In higher density areas, allow parking lanes 

to serve as traffic lanes during daily heavy 
traffic periods 

 
1.e  Parking 
 Eliminate minimum parking requirements or 

require that parking spaces not exceed 110 
to 120 percent of the number of minimum 
parking spaces 
 As an alternative to setting minimum and 

maximum parking levels, specify that the 
number of parking spaces be based on a 
ratio by type of use and square footage 
 Permit the total number of parking spaces to 

be reduced for two or more adjacent or 
nearby uses whose respective hours of peak 
operation do not overlap: 
• 100 percent reduction of the smaller 

parking requirement for uses with no 
overlap of peak operation 

• 50 percent reduction of the smaller 
parking requirement for uses with some 
overlap of peak operation 

 Specify lower parking requirements for infill 
sites 
 Reduce parking requirements in transit 

nodes and mixed-use districts 
 Designate a percentage of parking spaces for 

ride-share vehicles 
 Allow 30 to 50 percent of spaces to be 

smaller for compact car parking 
 Allow on-street parking in residential and 

commercial areas 
 

Residential street widths less than 28 feet can 
significantly reduce regional impervious cover. 

Pedestrian connections should be provided 
between parking lots and buildings.  

Zero lot line residential districts promote 
higher density development. 
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 Allow on-street parking in residential and 
commercial areas 
 Provide incentives for developers to provide 

structured parking rather than surface 
parking lots 
 Permit shared driveways in residential 

developments 
 Permit large retail or commercial parking 

lots to be used as park and ride locations 
 
1.f. Clustering 
 Require buildings to be clustered if a site 

plan includes more than one use. A cluster is 
a group of buildings that are attached, 
oriented on adjacent street corners, or are 
close together such that a pedestrian need 
not walk across more than 60 to 70 lineal 
feet of parking and driveway areas between 
building entrances 
 Require site plans to include a shadow plat 

that indicates how development can be 
intensified over time  

 
1.g  Solar Access 
 Require subdivisions to be oriented to 

maximize solar exposure 
 Require streets to be oriented in an east-west 

direction to the maximum extent possible or 
within 20 degrees of such orientation        

 

  
 
See also: 

• Mixed-Use under 2. Mixed-Use 
• Density under 3. Housing Options 
• Transit and Parking under 4. 

Transportation Options 
• Block Size under 5. Pedestrian-

friendly. 
• Public Open Space under 6. Open 

Space and Environmental Quality  

Shared driveways can reduce impervious 
cover and promote higher density 

development. 

Designing for solar access promotes the use of 
renewable solar energy.  
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2.  MIXED-USE  
 

BUILD Great Neighborhood Principle 2: A Diverse Mix of Activities Occur in Proximity.  
Many activities of daily living should occur within walking distance, allowing independence 
to those who do not drive and adding to neighborhood vitality.  

 
Strict separation of land uses, particularly separating residential from all other land uses, is typical of most 
modern development. This, in conjunction with sprawl-like, low-density development, means that routine 
destinations such as schools and stores are too far to access without an automobile. Allowing for a mix of 
compatible land uses increases the potential for non-motorized travel and may help a community realize 
many of the same benefits described under Compactness. 
 
 
Elements 
 
2.a  Mixed-Use 
 Permit a mixed-use residential and 

commercial district 
 Permit a mixed-use residential and office 

district 
 Permit mixed-use in urban transit nodes 

and/or downtown districts with different 
uses at the following percentages: 
• Public uses: 5 to 15 percent 
• Commercial and employment: 30 to 70 

percent 
• Residential: 20 to 60 percent 
 Permit a mixed-use neighborhood district 

and/or neighborhood transit nodes with 
different uses at the following percentages: 
• Public uses: 10 to 15 percent 
• Commercial and employment: 10 to 40 

percent 
• Residential: 50 to 80 percent 
 Allow a wide variety of housing and smaller 

lot sizes in mixed-use districts 
 Allow provisions for incorporating mixed-

use into areas already developed as single 
use districts 
 Permit residential uses above ground-level 

commercial uses  
 
2.b  Parking 
 Reduce parking requirements in mixed-use 

areas  
 
2.c  Public Open Space 
 Incorporate civic uses and public open 

spaces into mixed-use downtown and 
neighborhood districts 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 Zoning for mixed use fosters a number of 
social and economic benefits. Source:  The 
Environmental Law and Policy Center. Smart 
Growth Image Bank. G2-5864 #20 Harbor 
View, MI. 

Urban open space should be incorporated 
into moderate-to-high density residential 

areas. 
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3.  HOUSING OPTIONS  

 
BUILD Great Neighborhood Principle 3: A Wide Spectrum of Housing Options Within the 
Same Neighborhood.  The neighborhood includes a variety of dwelling types so that 
younger and older people, singles and families, and people of varying income levels may 
find places to live. 

 
A variety of social, demographic, and economic factors such as an aging population and shifting 
workforce patterns have altered the composition of households in many communities (Watson 2003). 
Neighborhoods can accommodate such trends by providing their residents with a diversity of housing 
options, including single-family, multi-family, apartments, condominiums, duplexes and attached 
dwelling units. Such a mixture fosters a healthy community where residents of all ages and incomes can 
garner economic and social benefits. To achieve these goals, communities can modify local land use 
regulations that currently exclude affordable housing. Reduced lot size requirements, shorter or no 
setback requirements, and flexible parking allotments, like shorter driveways or smaller garages, all 
significantly lower the cost of land acquisition and housing construction for developers and, therefore, 
consumers (National Neighborhoods Coalition 2001; Dane County BUILD 2003). Incentive and 
inclusionary zoning and new spatial configurations of housing units also effectively promote the 
development of a range of housing options. 
 
 
Elements 
 
3.a  Definition 
 Provide a broad family definition that 

permits at a minimum four or more 
unrelated occupants to live in one dwelling 
unit (e.g., A body of persons who live 
together in one dwelling as a single 
housekeeping entity) 

 
3.b  Multifamily Housing 
 Permit multifamily housing in residential 

districts 
 Locate multifamily housing in mid and to 

high-density or mixed-use districts, near 
upscale development, and near natural and 
built amenities 
 Permit the full range of multifamily housing, 

including duplexes, townhouses, 
condominiums, and apartment buildings 

 
3.c  Density 
 Permit accessory dwelling units in all 

residential zones  
 Permit z-lot configurations in residential 

districts and mixed-use districts 
 Permit z-lot development on lots with 

irregular dimensions 
 
 

 
 

Residential z-lots permit irregular lot lines 
and promote higher density development. 

Multifamily housing promotes income and 
life cycle diversity. 
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3.d  Design Standards  
 Maintain the style and scale of single-

family neighborhoods through the use of 
design specifications, height limits, 
restrictions on entrance locations, occupancy 
limits and parking requirements  

 
3.e  Special Techniques 
 Provide provisions for incentive zoning: 

• In exchange for affordable housing, 
grant increases in building density, 
changes of use, increases in lot 
coverage, changes in setbacks or height, 
increases in floor area, modifications of 
parking requirements, streamlined 
permitting, exaction programs and/or 
linkage, reduced property taxes, or 
waive development excise taxes, 
building fees, and impact fees 

• Match appropriate density bonuses to 
particular project such that the bonus 
(e.g., the increase in floor area) is 
proportionate to the cost to the 
developer providing the housing or 
amenity 

 Provide provisions for inclusionary zoning: 
• Require 10 to 30 percent of all units 

developed to be affordable 
• Specify that affordable units include a 

range of sizes from 2 to 4 bedrooms 
units; these should not be clustered 
together in any building, complex, or 
area of development  

• Define who is eligible for affordable 
housing units based on the U.S. 
Department of Housing and Urban 
Development (HUD) guidelines. At a 
minimum, those earning 30 percent of 
area median income should be eligible 

• Stipulate that the units shall be subject 
to price-controls, holding periods of 
ownership to 10 to 20 years for rentals 
and permanent for houses on dedicated 
land, or service at affordable prices as 
determined by HUD, and buy-out 
options for developers if tenants face 
financial hardships 

  
See also: 

• Lot Size and Density under 1. 
Compactness 

• Mixed Use under 2. Mixed Use 

 
  

Design standards help maintain aesthetic 
uniformity in commercial and residential 

districts. 

Inclusionary zoning requires developers to 
provide a range of housing options in new 

subdivisions. Source: 
www.durhamareadesigners.com/pix.htm. 
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4.  TRANSPORTATON OPTIONS 
 

BUILD Great Neighborhood Principle 4: A Range of Transportation Options. Streets are 
designed to promote the safe and efficient use by walkers, bikers, drivers and transit riders. 

 
Communities should provide a range of transportation choices to their residents, as the benefits are far-
reaching. By walking and biking to places, members of communities leave the isolation of their 
automobiles and interact with each other. In addition to these new connections, residents engage in 
healthier personal and environmental endeavors. Public transportation can be an efficient and 
environmentally sound means of delivering people to a central business or recreation districts and then 
dispersing them back to their homes. Providing transportation choices reduces road congestion and 
increases the mobility of those individuals who do not own or have access to an automobile. Cars left at 
home mean less land consumed by parking lots and roads, and less need for oil. Fewer cars on the road 
mean less pollution and fewer overall costs to the community for the vital transportation that links our 
communities together. Choice is fundamental to democracy; providing a greater range of transportation 
options to citizens creates a more equitable and democratic society. 
 
 
Elements 
 
4.a  Transit 
 Provide a transit overlay district that extends 

FAR bonuses to commercial and industrial 
uses within 2000 feet of transit hubs in 
exchange for on and off-site improvements 
encouraging transit ridership (e.g., 
walkways to station, subsidizing employee 
ridership) and including mixed development 
 Require transit stops every ¼ to ½ mile  

 
4.b  Bicycles 
 Require secure bicycle parking furniture 

(e.g., bicycle racks) in appropriate quantities 
and locations 
 Require full and safe bicycle connections 

throughout the community, including 
separate bike paths and bike lanes where 
appropriate 

 
4.c  Parking 
 Permit a parking overlay district that reduces 

parking requirements in areas well-served 
by transit and high-density areas 
 Provide park and ride lots at transit stops in 

suburban areas 
 
See also: 

• 5. Pedestrian friendly 
• Parking under 1. Compactness 
• Connectivity under 7. Street 

Network

Transit overlay districts facilitate higher 
densities within transit corridors. Source:  

http://www.nbm.org/blueprints/00s/fall00/page
2/page2.htm 

Bicycle and other pedestrian facilities 
should be required in all commercial and 

employment districts. 
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5.  PEDESTRIAN FRIENDLY  
 

BUILD Great Neighborhood Principle 5: Pedestrian Friendly.  Features such as a narrower 
street, shorter block lengths and walkable destinations promote walking as a viable option to 
auto trips. 

 
By ordering the built environment at the scale and extent of conventional development, pedestrian travel 
is potentially unfeasible and even dangerous. Designing pedestrian-friendly environments can help reduce 
automobile use, address transportation inequity, and improve public health through increased physical 
activity. Increasing pedestrian activity along streets produces liveliness and vitality that one associates 
with a downtown or neighborhood center. Designing pedestrian oriented environments is not only the 
work of transportation engineers; local land use controls should also be used. 
 
 
Elements 
 
5.a  Block Size 
 Permit block sizes less than 500 feet in 

length in mid- to high-density residential 
districts 

 
5.b  Connectivity 
 Require continuous sidewalks on both sides 

of the street in all residential, commercial, 
employment, and mixed-use zones: 
• 5 to 6 feet wide in areas of light 

pedestrian traffic 
• 10 to 15 feet wide in areas of heavy 

pedestrian traffic 
 Require direct and comfortable pedestrian 

connections between core commercial areas, 
residential areas, employment areas, transit 
stops, and other destinations 
 Require building entries to access public 

walkways 
 Require building entries to face directly onto 

the street 
 Permit buildings with multiple retail tenants 

to have numerous entries to the street 
 Require access to pedestrian walkways from 

parking spaces 
 Require crosswalks 10 feet or greater in 

width  
 Require crosswalks near the block center for 

all blocks longer than 500 feet 
 
5.c  Streets 
 Specify different standards for streets in 

pedestrian-oriented areas, such as requiring 
sidewalks, narrower roads, street trees, 
lighting, terraces, crosswalks, and blocks of 
500 feet in length or less  

Small block sizes enhance pedestrian 
and street network connectivity.  

Mid-block pedestrian crosswalks 
enhance pedestrian connectivity.  
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 Require sidewalks of at least 5 feet in width 

on both sides of all local, collector, and 
arterial streets 

 
5.d  Scale 
 Require commercial buildings to be built 

along public rights-of-way 
 Reduce commercial and residential setbacks 

on public streets: 
• 10 to 15 feet for residential areas and 

stores 
• 20 feet for multi-story buildings and 

streetside outdoor cafes and plazas 
 Permit building setbacks of no more than 20 

feet 
 
5.e  Amenities/Safety 
 Improve pedestrian accessibility and safety 

by providing pedestrian amenities such as 
weather protection, public seating, 
handicapped access, or other improvements 
 Require street lighting along sidewalks in all 

residential and commercial districts 
 Permit  compatibly designed street lamps in 

neighborhoods 
 
5.f  Parking 
 Provide a different lot for parking and 

loading from the principal use  
 Permit off-street parking to be more than 

400 feet away from the principle use  
 Locate off-street parking at the rear of 

buildings for commercial areas 
 
See also: 

• Streets under 1. Compactness 
• Connectivity under 7. Street 

Network 

 

 
 
 

Commercial buildings should be sited 
immediately adjacent to the street right-of-

way in pedestrian districts. 

Public seating and other pedestrian 
amenities should be provided in commercial 

and residential districts. 

Street lighting enhances pedestrian comfort 
and safety. 
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6.  OPEN SPACE AND ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 
 

BUILD Great Neighborhood Principle 6: Open Spaces, Greens, Parks, Accessible and 
Convenient to All.  Significant cultural and environmental features are incorporated into the 
design of the development for the use, benefit, and enjoyment of the entire community.  A range of 
parks, from tot-lots and village greens to ballfields and community gardens, are distributed within 
neighborhoods. 

 
Open spaces serve many vital purposes for healthy societies. They provide civic gathering points where 
citizens mingle, interact, and strengthen the bonds that create community. Open spaces also provide 
limitless recreational opportunities that range from solitary contemplation to neighborhood festivals and 
organized sports. Open spaces can act as borders to our communities, serve as buffers between developed 
areas, or can be constructed into the frameworks of our cities. Additionally, they permit ecosystems to 
thrive by allowing the movement of wildlife through greenway corridors that link one environmentally 
sensitive habitat to another. Wisely setting aside environmentally sensitive areas guards a community 
against the dangers of flooding, erosion and groundwater contamination. The presence of open space  also 
increases nearby property values because the residential quality of life improves significantly.
 
 
Elements 
 
6.a  Environmentally Sensitive Areas 
 Provide natural resource or conservancy 

districts including but not limited to ‘upland’ 
and ‘lowland’ zones: 
• Permit only uses such as parks, 

recreation (as appropriate) and habitat 
rehabilitation  

• Define districts in such a way that they 
may abut other protected or sensitive 
lands 

• Prohibit land altering activities such as 
filling and excavating, except as may be 
necessary for the development of trails 
and enhancement of wildlife habitat, 
subject to the approval of the Plan 
Commission 

 Provide a wetland protection ordinance:  
• Preserve natural shoreland cover  
• Control shoreland/wetland excavation 
• Permit only recreational activities 

appropriate to wetland areas such as 
hiking, swimming, fishing and boating, 
provided that no alterations to habitat or 
function occur 

 Provide a flood protection ordinance: 
• Define floodway zones with hydrologic 

analyses 
• Prohibit development that would 

contribute to an increase in a regional 
flood of greater than 0.01 foot  

 

Natural resource districts should be 
established to protect environmental 

resources. 

Wetland conservation areas can also 
provide resources for recreation. 
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 Provide stormwater controls: 
• Maintain predevelopment peak runoff 

rates for a 10-year, 24-hour storm 
• Provide for safe passing of a 100-year, 

24-hour storm 
 Provide a hillside protection ordinance: 

• Prohibit development or disturbance of 
vegetation on slopes of greater than 25 
percent 

• Require appropriate slope stabilization 
provisions when substantial disruption 
of vegetation takes place on slopes of 
greater than 10 percent 

 Provide erosion controls: 
• Require excavations that are greater than 

4000 square feet in area or on land of 
greater than 10 percent grade                                        

 Provide groundwater protection provisions: 
• Establish zones of groundwater 

protection around wellheads at a 
minimum of 1000 feet to insulate public 
water supplies from contamination 
based on the hydrology of the area 

• Encourage conservancy/parkland uses 
within such zones 

• Prohibit uses that may convey wastes 
through the soil within such zones  

• Restrict uses that may convey wastes 
through the soil in large, insulating 
zones adjacent to wellhead protection 
areas  

 
6.b  Public Open Space 
 Require developers to provide parks, plazas, 

and other public open space as part of a 
development: 
• Require the provision of a minimum of 

1500 square feet per dwelling unit of 
parkland, greenway or environmentally 
sensitive area 

 
6.c  Agriculture 
 Provide a minimum lot size of at least 35 

acres for agricultural districts 
 Permit community gardens: 

• Include cultivation as a permitted use in 
all residential zones 

• Create sub-districts appropriate for and 
limited to community cultivation 
including vacant public lands or 
undersized lots in urban areas  

 
 
 

Proper erosion control techniques 
are critical for protecting regional 

water resources. 

Groundwater recharge areas should 
be identified and protected from 

incompatible uses. Source: 
http://www.dep.state.pa.us/dep/dep
utate/watermgt/wc/subjects/ground

waterprotection/defaulthtm

Community gardens provide 
environmental, economic, and 

social benefits to urban 
communities.  
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 Permit cluster development in residential 
districts that allows higher maximum gross 
densities and smaller lots than otherwise 
permitted in turn for designating 15 to 50 
percent of the development’s gross site area 
as permanently protected green space 

 
6.d  Energy 
 Permit wind turbines when centrally located 

upon a lot of adequate size and less than 60 
feet tall, subject to approval of Plan 
Commission  

  
See also:  

• Lot Coverage under 1.  
Compactness 

• Design Standards and Landscaping 
under 8. Sense of Place 

 

Land development regulations 
should permit wind turbines and 

other renewable energy technologies.
Source: 

www.ucsusa.org/clean_energy/rene
wable_energy/page.cfm?pageID=80
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7.  STREET NETWORKS 
 

BUILD Great Neighborhood Principle 7: Interconnected Network of Streets of Various 
Sizes and Functions.  Streets and roads form a connected network, dispersing traffic and 
offering a variety of pedestrian and vehicular routes to any destination while connecting and 
integrating the neighborhood with surrounding communities. 

 
A community’s street network is part of the scaffolding around which the community develops and 
becomes defined. A healthy community is one with a variety of intensities of use, which promotes a 
diversity of functions and opportunities. The street network links these areas. Most modern development 
employs a hierarchy of streets ranging from cul-de-sacs and local streets that lead to collector streets then 
to major arterials and highways. This hierarchy makes the provision of public transportation inefficient 
and increases travel time for pedestrians and bicyclists. Alternatively, a grid network of streets improves 
upon this hierarchal system. This system uses parallel and perpendicular roads that distributes traffic more 
evenly, improve navigation, decrease trip lengths for pedestrians and bicyclists, and increase the viability 
of transit by increasing the accessibility of routes to residents. These gains, in turn, cultivate a base of 
users who seek out alternative ways to move about a community. 
 
 
Elements 
 
7.a  Connectivity 
 Require that a street grid be continued 

and/or established: 
• Provide for the appropriate continuation 

of existing, planned or platted streets in 
adjoining locations 

 Provide pedestrian and bicycle routes in 
areas without street grids 

 
7.b  Streets 
 Reduce the number of travel lanes on local 

and collector streets 
 Reduce the width of travel lanes on local 

and collector streets to 8 to 10 feet 
 Reduce the width of parking lanes on local 

and connector streets to 7 to 8 feet 
 Require commercial streets to accommodate 

pedestrians and minimize traffic speed 
 Design streets to lead to or converge on 

important landmarks and public places 
 Permit alleys in mid- to high-density 

residential districts 
 
See also: 

• Connectivity, Block Size, and Streets 
under 5. Pedestrian-friendly

 

 

Rails-to-trails projects can greatly improve 
pedestrian access. 

Residential alleys provide utility access 
and reduce the impervious area of 

driveways. 
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8.  SENSE OF PLACE 
 

BUILD Great Neighborhood Principle 8: A Distinct Neighborhood/Community Center.  A 
center that includes public spaces, such as a square, green or important street intersection, and 
public buildings, such as a library, church or community center, transit stop and retail 
businesses provides a civic focus and informal gathering place.  

 
Every community has its own character that has developed over time and has been shaped by a variety of 
influences. Some of the influence is organic, produced from within the community itself, and others are 
from outside contributions. Architecture, geography, history, and climate are but a few of the many 
influences that define a community’s sense of place. A sense of place is hard to describe with words, but 
it becomes more tangible by listening to the feelings that arise when one is physically within a given 
community. Residents and visitors use those feelings to decide how and to what degree they wish to 
participate and contribute to the upkeep and cultivation of a community. Places with interesting and 
distinctive character attract more public support, creating a positive feedback loop that enriches a 
community’s economy, environment, and society, which further improves its sense of place. Distinctive 
character is as much about design as it is happenstance. A savvy community will appreciate its own 
uniqueness, look for ways to build upon those assets, while also looking for other ways in which to 
improve or define the community. 
 
 
Elements 
 
8.a  Traditional Neighborhood District (TND)2  
Purpose:  Permit models of development and 
redevelopment that are consistent with the 
design principles of traditional neighborhoods 
through community specific context:  
 Require compact development 
 Require development to human scale 
 Allow residential, commercial, civic, and 

open space uses in close proximity to each 
other  
 Permit a diversity of housing styles, types, 

and sizes  
 Allow narrow, interconnected streets with 

sidewalks, bikeways, and transit that 
connect with existing and future 
developments 
 Retain existing buildings with historical 

features or architectural features  
 Require that significant environmental 

features be incorporated into the design  
 Require consistency with the comprehensive 

plan  

                                                 
2 Adapted from Wisconsin TND model ordinance 
(http://www.wisc.edu/urpl/people/ohm/projects/tndor
d.pdf ) 
 

Traditional neighborhood development 
fosters multiple transportation options in 

mixed used districts.  
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 Provide for expeditious review of TND 
proposals 

 
8.b  Design Standards 
 Create site-specific historic overlay district 

to preserve unique community features 
 Create site-specific historic property and 

landmark designations: 
• Allow such uses as mandatory 

clustering, performance standards, 
special permits, and site plan and 
architectural review 

 
8.c  Landscaping 
 Require landscaping and vegetative buffers 

in residential and commercial zones: 
• Establish a landscaping point system 

with points corresponding to the type of 
vegetation and distinguishing between 
climax, deciduous, and evergreen trees; 
native and non-native species; tall, 
medium, short heights; and trees and 
shrubs 

• Require specified points for each land 
type in each zoning district  

• Account for the size of the development 
and required opacity values for buffer 
vegetation in each zoning district 

 Require landscaping in surface parking lots: 
• Require a minimum planter width of 10 

feet 
• Require a 36 x 18 feet minimum area 

with soil depth to 2 feet deep when two 
trees are planted next to each other 
within the parking lot 

 Provide landmark and heritage tree 
designation to preserve preexisting tree 
stock 
 Require a screening wall or landscaping 3 to 

4 feet in height to buffer parking lots with 
breaks to provide pedestrian access 
 Require street trees along public rights of 

way: 
• Locate trees between sidewalk and 

private yard, allowing a minimum of 4 
inches between the tree and the 
impervious surface  

 
8.d  Aesthetics/Nuisance 
 Restrict the types and heights of wireless 

facilities within certain zoning districts 

 
 

Historic overlay districts help maintain 
community identity. Source: 

http://www.picturesmartgrowth.org/histo
ric.html 

Street trees provide a number of aesthetic 
and environmental benefits. 

Parking lot screens provide a buffer 
between parking lots and pedestrian 

areas. 
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 Limit wireless communication tower heights 
to no more than 10 to 20 feet above other 
features such as trees or buildings 
 Impose setbacks of at least 150 percent of 

the tower’s height  
 Allow portable signs for temporary display 

only with a specified time period such as 30 
days or prohibit them outright 
 Limit wall signs to a proportion of the size 

of the building:  
• Require materials appropriate to the 

building  
• Limit maximum size  
 Limit a business to one freestanding pole 

sign with a maximum height of 12 to 15 feet 
 Limit the size of all official and non-official 

flags, subject to normal size limitations 
 Regulate the creation of noise that adversely 

affects adjoining properties  
 Adopt a noise ordinance to regulate the 

maximum permissible decibel level, beat 
frequency, or shrillness of development 

 
8.e  Special Techniques 
 Provide provisions for incentive zoning: 

• In exchange for public amenities, grant 
increases in building density; changes of 
use; increases in lot coverage; changes 
in setbacks or height; increases in floor 
area; modifications of parking 
requirements; streamlined permitting; 
exaction programs and/or linkage; 
reduced property taxes; or waive 
development excise taxes, building fees, 
and impact fees 

• Match appropriate density bonuses to 
each project such that the bonus (e.g., 
the increase in floor area) is 
proportionate to the cost to the 
developer providing the housing or 
amenity 

 
See also: 

• Mixed-use under 2.  Mixed-Use 
• Amenities/Safety and Parking under 

5. Pedestrian friendly 
• Environmentally-Sensitive Areas, 

Public Open Space, and Agriculture 
under 6. Open Space and 
Environmental Quality 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sign control ordinances help maintain 
pedestrian scale in commercial areas. 

Communities should consider 
neighborhood context in awarding density 

bonuses. 
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